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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A major objective of neuroscience isto understand how animal behavior
is initiated, organized and changed.At a basic level, futureprogress in this area
will require an accurate description ofthe neural circuits that producea behavior
and an examination of the mechanismsby which neural circuitsare modulated.
The neuropeptides, a class ofneurotransmitters, appear to playa critical role in
activation and modulation of neuronalcircuits, and thus the regulation ofnew
behaviors.This thesis is a study of neuropeptidetransmitters in the marine
mollusk, Aplysia californica andtheir functions in regulating simplemotor
systems of this animal.
Interest in the behavioral functionsof central nervous system (CNS)
peptides grew rapidly over thepast 15 years as the special propertiesof these
putative neurotransmitters becameevident.Most importantly, the advent of
immunochemical techniques for selectivelyidentifying these substances in
nervous systems has demonstrated that theyare extremely common throughout
the animal kingdom (Greenbergand Price, 1983; Krieger et al.,1983) and highly2
conserved in structure.For example cholecystokinin (CCK), whichwas first
identified as a hormone in vertebrate (pig)gut, has since been detected in the
nervous systems of coelenterates, annelidworms, arthropods, several vertebrate
brains and the skin of amphibians (Mutt andJorpes, 1968; Grimmelikhuijzen et
al., 1980; Larson and Vigna, 1983; Crimand Vigna, 1983).More recently,
sequences of cholecystokinin from two species of insectsindicate that the
structures of vertebrate and invertebrate CCKsare similar (Nachman et al., 1986;
Nichols et al., 1988). Likewise, the molluscancardioactive peptide, FMRF-NF12,
first identified in clams (Price andGreenberg, 1977), has since been sequenced
from nervous system tissue incoelenterates, arthropods and vertebrates
(Grimmelikhuijzen et al., 1986; Nambu et al.,1988; Dockray et al., 1983; Yang et
al., 1985). The evidence suggests thatpeptidergic transmitters appeared early
in the evolution of metazoan animalsand have retained structural homologyin
most extant forms.
A unique characteristic of neuropeptidesas opposed to other classes of
chemical messengers is their mode ofsynthesis. "Traditional" neurotransmitters,
like catecholamines and the steroids,are synthetic end-products of multi-step
enzymatic pathways. In contrast,neuropeptides are derived from singlegenes
(Brown, 1990), although the transcriptionaland translational products of peptide
genes are processed to differing degrees. Singlegenes can encode multiple
peptides providing a built-in mechanismfor synchronous release ofa battery of
chemical messengers, all involved incoordinating a behavioralor physiological
response.In this regard, discovery of thepro-opiomelanocortin (POMC)3
precursor was especially important (Roberts and Herbert,1977; Nakanishi et al.,
1979). Sinceseveralpeptides,includingadrenocorticotropin(ACTH),
(3-endorphin, (3-lipotropin and severalmelanocyte-stimulating hormones, are
encoded on a single gene (POMC), thisraised the possibility that multiple
peptides from a singleprecursor could integrate complex behavioral and
neuroendocrine responses to stress.
The molecular characteristics ofpeptides have warranted special
consideration as messengers using "lessconventional" modes of signalling within
the brain.As small molecules with complexthree-dimensional structures,
peptides are excellent candidatesas ligands with high specificity for distant
receptor sites in the brain. This "nonsynaptic"mode of signalling is an attractive
hypothesis for explaining the coordinationof long-lasting complex behaviors,
since the activities of several neuronalcircuits can be responsive to and be
integrated by activation ofa smaller number of trigger neurons. Evidence for
nonsynaptic transmission is basedon the observations that there is commonly
an anatomical mismatch between localization ofneuropeptide terminals and their
putative receptors sites or sites ofphysiological action (e.g. Brown, 1986;Fuxe
et al., 1990). These observationssuggest that action-at-a distance is well within
the possibilities for neuropeptidetransmitters, even though methodologiesfor
measuring the release and diffusionof small quantities of peptides in the CNSare
inadequate (Brown, 1990). Thus,nonsynaptic regulation of CNS functionsby
neuropeptides remains a provocative, butinadequately scrutinized hypothesis.4
PHYSIOLOGICAL AND BEHAVIORAL FUNCTIONSOF NEUROPEPTIDES
As the number of morphological and biochemicalstudies of neuropeptides
increased over the past decade, so did questionsconcerning their physiological
and behavioral actions. Answers havebeen slow to follow. Some of the best
resolved functions for brain peptidesare those of neurohypophyseal peptides,
oxytocin and vasopressin, which regulate milkrelease and water balance, and
those of anteriorpituitaryreleasing hormones that regulaterelease of
adenohypophysial hormones. The paucity ofinformation on other peptidergic
systems is largely attributable to (a) the difficulttechnical hurdles that must be
overcome to assay physiological functions of chemicalmessengers in reasonably
intact tissues and (b) the complexity andheterogeneity of the neural systems that
regulate even the simplest of behaviors.Consequently, the most illuminating
early work has been doneon very simple systems, like LHRH transmitteraction
in sympathetic ganglia of amphibians(Jan and Jan, 1983) or actions ofproctolin
at neuromuscular synapses in insects(Adams and O'Shea, 1983; O'Shea,1985).
The most insightful studies of peptideactions on behaviorally defined neural
circuits are on motor systems ofinvertebrates.
Neuropeptide Control of Behavior inInvertebrate Nervous Systems
Itis often stated that invertebratenervous systems are especially
productive models for the investigationof physiological and behavioralfunctions
of neuropeptides because oftheir simplicity and high degreeof stereotypy5
relative to vertebrates. While invertebratenervous systems and behaviors are
hardly "simple", they do have some importantadvantages for experimental work.
These include the ability of an investigatorto (a) identify discrete components of
behavior or motor patterns that makeup complex behavioral sequences, (b) to
define,at the cellularlevel,discrete circuits of neurons that coordinate
stereotyped motor programs and (c) to record andmanipulate the activity of
single neurons and thus quantify their preciserole in mediating particular
behaviors (Kandel, 1976).
This simple-systems approach has beenused successfully to describe the
regulation of digestion in decapodcrustaceans by the stomatogastricnervous
system. This system is composed of four smallganglia that contain the three
centralpattern generators (CPGs) responsible forrhythmic but plastic
movements of the pylorus, gastric mill, and thecardiac sac regions of the
stomach (reviewed by Miller and Selverston,1985; Selverston and Moulins,
1987). The cellular components thatmake up the pyloric and gastric CPGsare
found in the stomatogastric ganglionwhich contains 30 individually identifiable
neurons. When the stomatogastricnervous system is isolated from the animal,
the CPGs controlling the rhythmicgut movements continue to fire in rhythmic
patterns similar to that in intact animalsor semi-intact preparations (reviewed by
Miller and Selverston, 1985; Katzand Harris-Warrick, 1990; Harris-Warrickand
Marder, 1991).
The detailed understanding ofthe synaptic connections andthe
contributions each stomatogastricneuron makes to a patterned behavior has6
provided a useful system to study the actionsof neuropeptides on neuronal
networks. For example, Marder and Hooper (Hooperand Marder, 1984; Marder
and Hooper, 1985) showed that applicationof the peptides FMRF-NH2 and
proctolin activates the pyloric rhythm inquiescent preparations.It was
suggested that variations in the phases and frequenciesof the pyloric rhythms
produced by each peptide relate to slightlydifferent contractile patterns of the
stomach.Thirteen typesoftransmitters(neuropeptides,amines and
acetylcholine) have been localized to fibersinnervating the stomatogastric
ganglion and applications of these substancesare known to affect the CPGs of
the stomach (Marder, 1987; Harris-Warrickand Marder, 1991).
Until recently, much less was known aboutthe sources of neuroactive
peptides in the stomatogastric system,the conditions of their release and
behavioral significance of their actions.In the intact animal (Heinzel, 1988a,b,
1990; Heinzel and Selverston, 1988),changes in the electrical activity of the
neurons of the "gastric" CPG have been correlatedwith changes in the
movements of teeth in the gastric mill. Byinserting an endoscope through the
esophagus into the stomach, Heinzel describedpatterns of teeth movement that
were associated with specific patterns of neuronalactivity.He subsequently
found that addition of the peptideproctolin to the stomatogastric ganglion
modulated the rhythm of the "gastric"CPG and that these changeswere
associated with different movements ofthe teeth.In further studies of the
isolated stomatogastricnervous system of Cancer borealis, Nusbaumand
Marder (1989a,b) identified twoproctolin-containing neurons that, whenforced7
to discharge, stimulated the "pyloric" rhythm in thesame manner as exogenously
applied proctolin. To date, the effects of modulatoryproctolin neurons identified
by Nusbaum and Marder have been tested onlyon the pyloric rhythm and have
not been correlated with the actions of proctolinon the gastric rhythm observed
by Heinzel (1990).
Finally, a peptide similar to the vertebrategastrointestinal peptide CCK
appears to be important in regulating gastric functions of thelobster, Panulirus
interruptus (Turrigiano and Selverston, 1989;1990). After feeding, hemolymph
concentrations of this peptide change dynamicallybut in synchrony with activity
of the gastric mill.Injections of CCK into the hemocoel alsoactivate the gastric
mill rhythm while an antagonist to CCKinhibits feeding-induced activation of the
gastric rhythm. In summary, these studiesshow that neuropeptide transmitter
functions can be resolved at the cellularlevel, at least for simple neural circuits
regulating rhythmic and highly stereotypedbehaviors. A similar approachcan
be used to study the physiologicalbasis of episodic long-term behaviorslike
those associated with reproduction.
NEUROPEPTIDE CONTROL OF A COMPLEXBEHAVIOR: EGG-LAYING IN
APLYSIA
In addition to their roles in switchingon CPGs in simple motor systems,
neuropeptides may functionas chemical messengers activating complexand
long-lasting behaviors. One of thebest systems currently under studyis egg-8
laying behavior of Aplysia californica which isinitiated in part by peptide-secreting
bag cell neurons of the abdominal ganglion(Arch and Smock, 1977; Mayeri and
Rothman, 1985). The bag celljegg-layingsystem provides a good model for
investigation, largely for technicalreasons. These include the facility with which
one can:(a) Stimulate physiological release ofendogenous peptide in vivo or
in vitro, (b) infuse peptides into the interstitialspaces of the ganglion at precisely
known concentrations ina manner that mimics the natural release and (c)
monitor the activity of the peptide secretingneurons, motor neurons and the
innervated organs simultaneously (Brownell,1983; Mayeri and Rothman, 1985).
Using Aplysia egg-laying behavioras a model, a neuropeptide-induced complex
behavior can be systematically analyzedat the level of individual cells, intact
circuits and functioning organ systems.
The Peptide-Secreting Bag CellNeurons and Control of Egg-Laying
Behavior
Egg-laying behavior involvesa complex sequence of stereotyped motor
patterns, some of which can be distinguishedin the overt movements ofan egg
laying animal. These include inhibitionof locomotion, extrusion ofeggs from the
genital aperture, grasping of theegg string with a fold of the upper lip, head
weaving, and deposition of theeggs in an irregular mass (Arch and Smock,
1977; Cobbs and Pinsker, 1982;Ferguson et al., 1989).Undoubtedly these
somatic elements of behavioraccompany visceromotor changes thatare not
evident by observations of the intactanimal.9
Kupfermann (1967) was first to show that the bag cellneurons, bilateral
clusters of cells in the abdominal ganglion, containedhormone-like factors that
were important for stimulation of ovulation.Each bag cell cluster contains
approximately four hundred neurons arranged ina cuff surrounding the origin of
the two connective nerves to the headganglion (Frazier etal.,1967).
Electrophysiologically, the bag cells showa high degree of electrical intercoupling
and very low excitability in the resting animal(Kupfermann and Kandel, 1970;
Blankenship and Haskins, 1979). When stimulated(extraneously by a brief train
of electrical pulses), the bag cells depolarize inunison, discharging in an episodic
burst of spikes lasting 30 to 60 minutes. Thisepisodic burst of spikes, knownas
a bag cell afterdischarge (BCA), always precedes egg-layingbehavior and
releases a factor that initiates egg-layingwhen injected into another animal
(Kupfermann, 1970; Kupfermann and Kandel,1970; Pinsker and Dudek, 1977).
The factor present in the bag cells thatstimulates egg laying is a 34 amino
acid peptide called egg-laying hormone(ELH), first isolated by Chiu and
coworkers (1979).At least one other biologically activepeptide, a-bag cell
peptide (a-BCP), is also released duringBCA, but this nonapeptide probablyacts
only on neurons in the abdominalganglion (Rothman et al., 1983a). Asingle
gene expressed in the bag cells was found to encodeboth of these peptides and
seven additional sequences including 13-,r- and 8-bag cell peptides and acidic
peptide (Fig1.1)(Scheller etal.,1982;1983).Mayeri and coworkers
subsequently showed thata-, B- and T -BCP, ELH and acidic peptideare
released during the high frequencydischarge of the bag cells (Rothmanet al.,10
1983a, 1985b; Mayeri et al., 1985; Sigvardt et al.,1986). Studies of the synthesis
and processing of the bag cell prohormone indicate thatthe amino and carboxy
terminal halves of the prohormoneare cleaved and packaged into separate
classes of vesicles. These two populations ofvesicles are differentially localized
to neuronal processes destined for autocrineor hormonal release (Newcomb et
al., 1988; Fisher et al., 1988; Sossinet al., 1990). Vesicles containing a-BCPare
preferentiallydistributedto bagcellprocessesinthe pleuroabdominal
connectives and ELH vesiclesare localized in processes in both the connectives
and vascularized sheath of the abdominalganglion. Thus, the bag cells release
several potential transmitters withina few hundred microns of all neurons in the
abdominal ganglion.
Action of Bag Cell Peptideson Identified Neurons in the Abdominal
Ganglion
The bag cell neuropeptides apparentlyact both as peripheral hormones
and as neuronal transmitters, stimulatingegg release from the ovotestis and
long-lasting changes in neuronal activity inthe abdominal ganglion (Rothmanet
al., 1983b; Mayeri et al., 1979a,b).Axonal processes from the bag cellsend
blindly in the connectives and vascularizedsheath of the abdominal ganglion
without making synaptic contactson neurons (Frazier et al., 1967; Haskins et al.,
1981). Mayeri and coworkers (Mayeriet al., 1979a,b; Brownell and Mayeri,1979)
found that bag cell activation (BCA)affected spontaneous activity ofseveral
neurons in the isolated abdominal ganglion forperiods lasting from a few minutes11
to several hours (5 min to 3 hr). Theresponses of the target neurons were
classified into four categories:(a) prolonged inhibition (? 3 hr), (b) augmented
burst activity (2. hr), (c) transient excitation (10min) and (d) prolonged excitation
3 hr).
Infusion of ELH and a-BCP into theabdominal ganglion through the
cannulated ganglionic artery induced changesin neuronal firing that accounted
for three of the four types of neuronalresponses (Mayeri et al., 1985; Sigvardt
et al., 1986; Rock et al., 1986). More specifically,infusion of ELH triggered burst
augmentation of R15 and prolonged excitationof two clusters of neurons, the LB
and LC cells (L indicates left hemiganglionand B and C indicate cells with similar
electrical, pharmacological and morphologicalcharacteristics (Frazier et al.,
1967)). Ganglionic infusion of a-BCPmediated many aspects of the prolonged
inhibition observed after BCA. Itwas also suggested that a-, 13- and r-BCPsmay
function as autoexcitatory transmittersto the bag cell neurons, since theyact to
maintain the long-lasting high frequencydischarge of these cells (Brown and
Mayeri, 1989; Rothman et al., 1983a;Sigvardt et al., 1986; Rock et al., 1986).
Other studies found these peptidesto be autoinhibitory (Kauer et al., 1987;
Sanger Redman and Berry, 1990a, b).There is good evidence thatat least two
of the bag cell peptides, ELH anda-BCP, function as neurotransmittersacting
through nonsynaptic mechanismsin the abdominal ganglion.
These neuronal actions of the bagcells and bag cell peptides (e.g.Mayeri
et al., 1979a,b; Rothman et al., 1983a;Rock et al., 1986; Kauer et al.,1987) were
studied in isolated abdominal ganglia.Under these circumstances itis not12
possible to determine the behavioral significance of peptideactions. Neurons in
the LB and LC clusters are of particular interest sincethey undergo prolonged
excitation in response to BCA and are motorneurons in defined motor circuits.
Brownell (1983) has suggested that sincea majority of neurons in the abdominal
ganglion (also known as the visceralor parietovisceral ganglion) regulate visceral
functions, the role of bag cell actionson these neurons was to maintain
homeostasis during egg-laying behavior.
ELH also acts as a peripheral hormoneon tissues distant to the abdominal
ganglion to coordinate egg-laying behavior. Rothmanet al. (1983b) suggested
that ELH diffuses into the hemocoel andacts on the ovotestis to induce ovulation
and to affect neurons in the buccal ganglion(Stuart and Strumwasser, 1980). In
summary, it is clear that the bag cell peptides act globally withinthe abdominal
ganglion and affect manyneurons that regulate visceral organs.
VISCERAL MOTOR CIRCUITS OF APLYSIA
Itis reasonable to hypothesize thatvisceral functions like digestion,
respiration, circulation and excretion wouldbe affected during the transitionto
egg-laying behavior. Most of the centralmotor neurons innervating the visceral
organs are located in the abdominal ganglion, wherebag cell peptides released
during BCA can influence their activities.These motor neurons are particularly
advantageous for cellular and behavioralinvestigations because their largesoma
(50 to 150 Am) are easily and stablypenetrated by intracellular electrodeswhile13
movements of the innervated organs can be simultaneouslymonitored. Several
motor circuits contained in the abdominal ganglion havenow been described
(reviewed by Kandel, 1976, 1979).The gill and siphon motor circuitsare
especially well studied in conjunction with investigationsof learning in simple
systems (reviewed by Kandel, 1979; Abrams, 1985).I will describe the motor
circuits innervating three visceralorgans the gill, siphon and pericardium. The
gill and siphon circuits are more complex,containing 6 to 8 motor neurons, while
the pericardial circuit has only 1 describedmotor neuron (Koester and Kandel,
1977).
Gill Motor Circuit
The spontaneous activities of six gillmotor neurons and their contributions
to gill movements have been described(Kupfermann and Kandel, 1969; Peretz,
1969; Kupfermann et al., 1974; Carewet al., 1974). The gill circuit includes
neurons LDG1,2, L9G12)L7 and RDG (Fig 1.2). These cellswere identified on the
basis of the gill movements elicitedby stimulating the cell and theelectrical
properties of the cells. The size, locationand appearance of theseneurons also
provide clues to their identity. Forexample, the identifying characteristics ofLDG,
include:(a) being a member of theidentified D cluster in the left(L)
hemiganglion, (b) locatednear the midline and halfway between the rostra!and
caudal ends of the ganglion, (c)usually having a large spontaneousIPSP
(inhibitory postsynaptic potential)that occurs at 1-2 s intervals,(d) being
hyperpolarized by acetylcholine, (e)being excited by interneuron II(discussed14
below) and (f) when stimulated, causinga contraction of the whole gill that
includes an antiflaring movement of the pinnules andan anterior rotation of the
gills (Kupfermann et al., 1974). Usually, the location,appearance, firing patterns
and behavioral action are enough to identifyindividual motor neurons. Some
aspects of the biochemical and physiological propertiesof neuromuscular
transmission between the gill motorneurons and gill muscle have also been
investigated (Carew et al., 1974; Swann et al.,1982a,b).
Siphon Motor Circuit
The siphon motor circuitwas originally described as having eight motor
neurons, including LD,L2,3, LB3,,2,3, L7 and RD, (Fig 1.2)(Perlman, 1979). L7 is a
motor neuron that mediates contractions of boththe gill and the siphon. Since
these first studies (Kupfermannet al., 1974; Perlman, 1979), L7 also hasbeen
found to be an excitatory motorneuron for the sheath-contracting muscles of the
pleuroabdominal connective, the abdominalaorta and the heart (Umitsu et al.,
1987; Alevizos et al., 1989a) andto excite gill motor neurons in the branchial
ganglion ofAplysia kurodai(Kurokawa and Kuwasawa, 1985). Morerecently
another group of siphon motorneurons, the LFs cells, has also been identified
(Frost et al., 1988).
Pericardial Motor Circuit
The pericardial motor circuit containsa single motor neuron, LCp (Fig 1.2)
(Koester and Kande!, 1977). Thepericardium is a taut sheet ofmuscularized15
tissue separating the heart from the hemocoel. Itis believed to maintain pressure
in the pericardial coelom and to force fluidfrom the pericardial cavity into the
kidney (Kandel, 1976).As a simple neuronal circuit controllinga powerful
muscular organ, the pericardial motorsystem provides us with a very simple
preparation for the investigation of neuropeptidetransmitters in the central
nervous system.
It is important to note that a distinguishingfeature of each of these three
visceral organ systems is the complexity ofmotor circuits that regulate them. For
example, each gill motor neuron innervatesdifferent subsets of muscle in the gill
and is differentially affected by theinterneurons that control spontaneous
behaviors (Kupfermann et al., 1974; Carewet al., 1974; Kandel, 1976). A second
distinction is the way in which motorneurons control the tonus of muscles they
innervate:for the pericardium a tonically activemotor neuron, LCp maintains
tonic tension of the endorgan (see Chapter II); for the gill and siphonsystems,
phasic bursts of motorneuron discharge produce episodic contractionswhich
are largely under the control of interneurons(Kupfermann et al., 1974; Perlman,
1979; Kandel, 1979). Thus, in theabdominal ganglion variationsoccur in both
number and physiologicalpropertiesof theregulating motor systems
represented.
Respiratory Pumping,a Fixed Stereotypic Act that CoordinatesVisceral
Motor Activity
One group of interneurons isparticularly important in regulatingthe16
visceral motor circuits in the abdominalganglion of Aplysia- the electrically
coupled interneurons (interneuron IIor INT II) that mediate respiratory pumping.
Respiratory pumping is a stereotypedspontaneous contraction (3-6 s) of the
mantle organs, the siphon, gill andparapodia (Fig 1.2) (Kandel et al., 1967;
Kupfermann and Kandel, 1969; Peretz,1969; Kupfermann et al., 1974). Most
neurons in the ganglion and all identified gill and siphonmotor neurons, except
the LFs cells, are strongly affectedduring respiratory pumping (reviewed by
Kandel, 1976; also see Frost et al.,1988). The LD and RD clusters ofmotor
neurons are excited by INT II and fire ina high frequency train of spikes during
respiratory pumping, while the LBS, L9Gand L7 neurons are briefly inhibited and
then fire rapidly during a period ofrebound excitation.Coordinated with
respiratory pumping is an inhibition of themajor heart motor neuron, RBHE, and
L10, the heart command interneuron(Koester et al., 1974; Mayeri et al., 1974).
Int II contains two clusters ofneurons that contain approximately 14 cells each,
that are electrically and chemicallycoupled (Byrne and Koester, 1978;Byrne,
1983; Koester, 1989).
Respiratory pumping may increasegas exchange in the gill and force fecal
material and defensive secretionsout of the mantle cavity (reviewed byKandel,
1979; Byrne and Koester, 1978;Koester, 1989).Several factors affect the
frequency of respiratory pumpingincluding low oxygen tension(Koester et al.,
1979, Levy et al., 1989), high pCO2(Croll, 1985; Levy et al., 1989)and feeding
(Eberly et al., 1981). These factorsindicate that respiratory pumpingfrequency
increases during periods of highrespiratory demand. However,other studies17
have indicated that respiratory pumpingmay function to increase circulatory
output (Furgal and Brownell, 1987; Kanz and Quast,1990). Pressure recordings
from large arteries in Aplysia show the gillacts as an auxiliary pump, greatly
increasing blood flow for the brief periodsthat it contracts during respiratory
pumping (Furgal and Brownell, 1987).
RATIONALE AND OVERVIEW
The regulation of complex behaviorsby neuropeptides presumably
involves the integration of activities ofseveral motor systems. Much has been
learned about the localization andidentification of peptides and their effectson
individual neurons, butmany fewer studies have focusedon the actions of
neuropeptides on circuits in which thebehavior of functioningorgans can be
simultaneously monitored.
In Aplysia, the behavioral functionsof neuropeptides can be studiedin the
context of simple motor circuits thatcontrol discrete components ofvisceral
motor behavior. These circuitsvary in complexity from a single motorneuron,
the pericardial motor circuit,to several neurons regulating fixedpatterns of action
of the gill and siphon. Duringegg-laying, a behavior lasting forseveral hours, it
is likely that long-term changesin respiratory and circulatory demandoccur. Bag
cell activation and arterial infusionof purified egg-laying hormone(ELH) tonically
excite neurons in the LB, LCand LD clusters (Mayeriet al., 1979b, 1985).
Several neurons in these clustersbelong to motor circuits controllingrespiratory18
and cardiovascular function. We may hypothesize thatthe tonic excitation of
these neurons by the neuropeptide ELHmay affect the long-term behavior (1 hr)
of the pericardium, gill and siphon.For example, BCA induces long-term
changes in the contractile activities of the majorarteries of Aplysia (Ligman and
Brownell, 1985). These data suggested that duringegg-laying behavior, blood
flow was directed to reproductiveorgans and away from digestive organs in a
manner similar to rerouting of blood flow during exercisein mammals.
Preliminary studies have also described actionsof BCA on a few cells in the
siphon and gill motor circuits (Schaefer andBrownell, 1986), but thorough
investigations of the responses of these circuitsremain to be done.
The purpose of this study is to investigatethe behavioral significance of
the actions of neuropeptideson motor circuits. Among the more important
questions asked here are:(a) Do peptides act differentiallyon neurons within a
motor circuit?It is conceivable that one neuropeptidecould act differently on
motor neurons with similar functions.The goal here is to determine the
responses of neurons within the same circuitto the release or infusion of
neuropeptides. (b) Do neuropeptidesaffect circuits at different levels (i.e.motor
neurons or interneurons)? While peptides surelyact at all levels of a circuit
(sensory neurons, interneurons,motor neurons, end organs), I hypothesize that
during egg-laying the actions ofbag cell peptides on motorneurons are
particularly important.(c) Are there patterns of motorneuron responses to
neuropeptides that are correlated withthe spatial and temporal patternsof
peptide release? Bag cell peptidesare released hormonally into the abdominal19
ganglion only during the initiation of egg-layingbehavior. Two other endogenous
peptides, FMRF-N1-12 and small cardioactivepeptides (SCPB) appear to be
released locally from singleneurons at more frequent intervals.It is conceivable
that motor neurons will respond differentlyto peptides that are released in these
two distinct patterns. (d) What is thebehavioral significance of bag cell peptide-
induced changes in activity of visceralmotor circuits in Aplysia?Bag cell
activation tonically excites LB and LC cells,many of which are identified motor
neurons.By monitoring the activities of visceralmotor neurons and the
innervated organs, I propose to correlatebag-cell induced neuronalresponses
with changes in activity of visceralorgans during egg-laying behavior.
My experimental approach has beento examine the peptide-induced
changes in excitability of individualneurons in three motor circuits by assaying
changes in spontaneous spike activity ofthese cells. Primarily, Iwas interested
in the response ofneurons in these three motor circuits to thephysiological
release of bag cell peptides andthe infusion of purified peptidesknown to be
present in the abdominal ganglion (a-BCP,ELH, FMRF-NH2 and SCPB). Chapter
II describes the actions of BCAand infused peptideson the simplest motor
system I studied, the pericardial circuit.In Chapter III,I describe the effects of
BCA and bag cell peptideson the more complex circuit controllingthe siphon.
Chapter IV compares the actionsof four peptides, distinguishedby having
different dynamics and morphologyof release, on neurons in thegill motor
circuit. In Chapter V, I discuss whatthese studies tell us aboutorganization and
function of peptidergicneurons in the CNS.20
Figure 1.1Structure of the ELH prohormone. Aschematic drawing of the
structure of the prohormone containing the bagcell peptides is presented. To
simplify the diagram, only the positions offive of the nine cleavage productsare
diagrammed. These includea-, B- and r -bag cell peptides (BCP), egg laying
hormone (ELH) and acidic peptide (AP).The number of amino acid residues in
each peptide is listed below the prohormone.The seven, eight and nine amino
acid forms of a-BCP are all biologicallyactive and it is not known if the cleavage
from the nine amino acid to theseven and eight amino forms occurs beforeor
after release. (The dark lines in theprohormone represent dibasic aminoacid
residues;positions where cleavage of theprohormone occurs during
processing). (Figure modified fromdiagrams of Geraerts et al. (1988) andSossin
et al. (1990)).Signal
B-BCP-c-BCP
a-BCP ELHAP
A A
:0 0:41:::::Xi::+:1:41
.41.44.1 IA 0.1 1.011.01 444 %.:.0 #4 I AO WI 1.11.V.O.V.1 14%041 WI
01:1441 C4,411:44,440:0:44
a-BCP 7 to 9 amino acids
B-BCP 5
T-BCP 5
ELH 1'6
AP
Figure 1.1.22
Figure 1.2.Neural circuits controlling selected visceralmotor systems in the
abdominal ganglion of Aplysia. The motorneurons innervating the siphon, gill,
heart,arteries,pericardium,kidney and the renalpore areillustrated.
Interneurons diagrammed include L24, L25/R25or interneuron II, and L10. L24
is an interneuron that has inhibitory synapticconnections with several motor
neurons in the circuits.L10 is the heart command interneuronand makes
reciprocal inhibitory connections with the L25and R25 interneurons and inhibitory
connections with several neurons in the gill,siphon, pericardial and arterial motor
circuits.The L25/R25 clusters area network of electrically and chemically
coupled interneurons that are the commandcells for respiratory pumping. These
cells form the central pattern generator thatregulates the frequency of respiratory
pumping, a stereotyped behavior integratingthe motor neuron activities of
several visceral motor circuits. Activity inthe R15 and R20 cells excites theL25
and R25 clusters and thereby increasesthe frequency of respiratory pumping.
The figure is modeled aftera diagram from Kandel (1979) and from data inthe
following studies by Sawada et al. (1981),Alevizos et al. (1989a,b,c), Koester
(1989), and Koester and Alevizos,1989). (black triangles, inhibitorysynapses;
white triangles, excitatorysynapses; black and white triangle, excitatory/inhibitory
synapse; gill motor neurons, LDG1,2, RDG, L9
G1,2and L7; siphon motorneurons,
LDGL2,3, LBS,23,RDG, LFGA,G and L7; pericardialmotor neuron, LCp; kidney motor
neuron, LCK; heart motor neurons, LDHE, LDH11,2,RBHE, and L7; vasomotorneurons
= LBvc1,2,3, RDAAE, RDAA11,2and L7).1- COMMAND FOR
RESPIRATORY PUMPING
(INTERNEURON II)
CLUSTERS..)}
MNIIIIIIPwsoramwennuowe
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Figure 1.2.
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CHAPTER II
PEPTIDE SECRETING NEURONS MODULATEPERICARDIAL
CONTRACTIONS BY ACTING ON A SINGLEMOTOR NEURON
ABSTRACT
1. The pericardial membrane in Aplysiais innervated by a single tonically
active motor neuron, cell LCp, inthe abdominal ganglion.In semi-intact
preparations of the innervated pericardialmembrane, spontaneous and
synaptically-driven fluctuations in LCp activityare closely correlated with changes
in tension of the pericardium. Thissimple motor system is a useful modelfor
examining the relationship betweencentral actions of neuropeptide transmitters
and their behavioralconsequences.
2. Spike rate of LCp and pericardialtension show a synchronized, triphasic
response to interneurons that coordinaterespiratory pumping.The initial
excitatory phase precedes the highfrequency burst of LD gill and siphonmotor
neurons. This increase is followed bya brief inhibitory phase (510 sec) and
a sustained excitatory phase (20 to 60 sec).
3. Release of endogenous peptides,triggered by brief electrical stimulation
of the peptidergic bag cellneurons caused a gradual increase in tonicfiring rate
of LCp and pericardial tensionfor a period lasting 6 to 10minutes. The induced34
change in firing frequency of LCpwas closely correlated with an increase in
pericardial tension. Infusion of the excitatorybag cell peptide, ELH (10 MM), into
the abdominal ganglion artery tonicallyexcited the pericardial motor system ina
pattern similar to the excitation induced byBCA.Ganglionic infusion of the
inhibitory bag cell transmitter, a-BCP,decreased the firing rate of LCp and
pericardial tension at doses greater than10 MM.
4. By comparison, the cardioactivepeptide, FMRF-Nhl, inhibited LCp spike
activity at 10 fold lower doses and relaxedpericardial tension.
5. During the onset of egg-laying behavior,the tonic increase in pericardial
tension induced by the bag celldischarge may increase the rate ofurine
formation and facilitate circulation ofblood through the cardiac system.
INTRODUCTION
The gastropod mollusk, Aplysiais a useful model for investigating
neuropeptide function.In particular, the peptide-secretingbag cells and the
abdominal ganglion neuronsare an effective system to investigate neuropeptide
actions on motor circuits that regulatesimple behaviors and reflexes.Several
peptides are synthesized and releasedby the bag cells, includingegg-laying
hormone, a-, B-, andT -bag cell peptides and acidic peptide (reviewedby Jung
and Scheller, 1991).Bag cell activity appears to triggeregg-laying behavior
(Pinsker and Dudek, 1977; Fergusonet al., 1989), a stereotypedsequence of35
physiological and visceromotorprocesses culminating in deposition of the egg
string (Arch and Smock, 1977). It is reasonableto hypothesize that the changes
in overt behaviors involved inegg laying are accompanied by changes in
circulation and respiration.In fact, neurons belonging to identified cellclusters
that contain visceral motorneurons (Kandel, 1979) undergo prolonged excitation
(minutes to hours) following activation ofthe bag cells (BCA) (Mayeri et al.,
1979b). The prolonged excitation inducedby BCA is mimicked by the application
of egg-laying hormone (ELH) (Mayeriet al., 1985).Previous investigations
showed that BCA increased the tonicimpulse frequency of identified gill, siphon
and vasoconstrictor motorneurons (Brownell, 1983; Schaefer and Brownell,
1986; Ligman, 1989).However, these studies were unableto correlate BCA-
induced changes in tonic firing ofidentified visceral motor neurons with changes
in tonus of the innervatedorgans. These results indicate thateven in simple
circuits (gill, siphon and vasomotor),the variability and complexity ofmotor
circuits prevent relating neuropeptideactions on central motorneurons with
contractile activities of the innervatedorgans.Therefore, we decided to
investigate the actions of the peptidesecreting bag cells on the simplestmotor
circuit described in the abdominalganglion, one composed ofa single motor
neuron that tonically regulates tension of itsinnervated organ, the pericardium.
The pericardium is a muscularmembrane separating the heart andthe
pericardial cavity from the hemocoel (Eales, 1921). Its physiological functionsare
unknown, but inference from itsanatomy, suggests it affects circulationand
excretion. Furgal and Brownell (1987)found that contractions of themuscular36
pericardium greatly increase fluidpressure measured in the major arteries.
Pericardial contractions probably also increaseurine formation (Kandel, 1979).
The pericardial motor circuitwas originally described by Koester and Kandel
(1977), who identified LCp asa neuron innervating the pericardium. Herewe
show this single motor neuron regulatesnearly all of the pericardium's contractile
activities and that BCA-induced changesin excitability of LCp tonically increase
pericardial tension.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals, dissection and recordingsetup.Sexually mature animals
(300-800 g) were obtained from MarineSpecimens Unlimited (Pacific Palisades,
Ca.) and maintained ina recirculating natural seawater system (13-17°C,16L:8D
photoperiod). They were fed daily withlettuce. The methods of dissecting,
preparing, and monitoring the physiologicalactivities of semi-intact preparations
of Aplysia were modified from thoseof previous investigators (Ligmanand
Brownell, 1985; Schaefer and Brownell,1986). Prior to dissecting, animalswere
injected with isotonic MgCl2 (approx.25% of body weight), placed insea water
and cooled to 5°C. The branchialand pericardial organswere isolated with intact
innervation from the abdominal ganglionand loosely pinned ina recording
chamber.The preparation was continuouslyperfused with aerated saline,
consisting of artificial sea water (ASW)buffered by 5 mM HEPES (pH 7.8)with37
0.1% glucose, Modified Eagle Medium (MEM)essential and nonessential amino
acids (0.2X), and vitamins (0.5X) (Gibco,Grand Island, NY) (saline recipe
modified from Koch et al., 1984). The abdominalganglion was pinned to a raised
sylgard platform for better visualizationof neurons and in peptide infusion
experiments, the caudal arterywas cannulated with a length of polyethylene (PE)
260 tubing drawn over flame toa fine tip. The contractions of the pericardium
were monitored with a tension transducer (CambridgeTech, model 400)
connected by a suture thread to the intactmembrane. The distal ends of the gill
and siphon were attached to separatedisplacement transducers (LVDT, 200DCD,
Schaevitz, Eng.) and an extracellularelectrode was placed adjacent toone
cluster of bag cells to monitor forspontaneous bursts.LCp and other
visceromotor neurons were impaled withintracellular glass microelectrodes (2 M
potassiumacetate) andidentifiedusingbehavioral,morphological and
physiological criteria (Kupfermannet al.,1974; Koester and Kandel, 1977;
Perlman, 1979) (see Fig 11.1 for schematicdrawing of preparation).
Bag cell afterdischarge. Stableintracellular recordings of LCpwere maintained
for 30-60 minutes prior to stimulationof the bag cells.Bag cell activity was
evoked by brief (1-2 sec) trains ofcurrent pulses (1-20 mA, 0.5msec duration)
applied to either the right or left bagcell cluster. The activities of themotor
neurons and the bag cells were monitored forat least 20 minutes before and 30
minutes after bag cell activation.
Peptides and arterial infusions.ELH, a-BCP(1-8), and FMRF-NH2were
obtained from Peninsula (Belmont,CA). Purified ELH and atrial-ELHwere also38
obtained as gifts from Drs. Barry Rothman andEarl Mayeri. The peptides were
weighed, stored frozen in small aliquots,thawed minutes before use by diluting
them in filtered (0.2 Am) infusion salinecontaining protease inhibitors and kept
on ice until use. Peptide and control saline solutions (7Al) were infused into the
abdominal ganglion using a catheter insertedinto the cannulated caudal artery
of the abdominal ganglion (Mayeriet al., 1985). The cannula (PE 260) and
catheter (PE 20) were made of polyethylenetubing drawn to fine tips overa small
flame.The vascular space of the ganglionhas an estimated volume of
approximately 0.5 Al, most of which is vascularlacunae surrounding cell bodies
(Furgal and Brownell, 1987). Toensure complete exchange of vascular fluid, 7 Al
volumes of test substanceswere infused at a rate of 3 ml min-1 usinga microliter
syringe (Gilmont).Dye infusion confirmed that thisprocedure completely
saturated the extracellularspace surrounding all ganglionicneurons. Peptides
were dissolved in filtered (0.2 Am) perfusion salinewith 0.25 mg/ml each of lima
bean trypsin inhibitor (Sigma), ovomucoidinhibitor (Worthington), and bacitracin
(Sigma) added to reduce proteolyticdegradation and to functionas a protein
carrier.Prior to peptide infusion, controlsolution containing filtered salineand
protease inhibitors was infused to minimizechanges in neuronal activity dueto
protease inhibitors or pressure changesin the vascular space of the ganglion.
Quantification of data. Tape (Vetter,Rebersburg, PA) and chart (Gould2400,
Cleveland, OH) recordings of neuronalspike activity and pericardial tensionwere
analyzed directly and bycomputer-based spike rate analysisprograms.
Neuronal responseswere quantified as spontaneous spikeactivity over time39
before and after BCA or peptide infusions.Spike rates were normalized within
each experiment by subtracting theaverage spike rate for the pre-treatment
period from the value for each data point.These normalized data were used to
generate a composite graph for each treatment.Activities of other visceromotor
neurons in the abdominal ganglion were monitoredto keep track of respiratory
pumping and interneuron II activity andas controls to determine the effectiveness
of treatments.
RESULTS
LC, and Regulation of PericardialTension
The pericardial motorneuron LCp is a relatively large member of the LC
cluster of cells.In most preparations the cellsoma was found on the dorsal
surface of the abdominal ganglionnear the rostral-caudal midline, but its position
varied throughout the left lower quadrant.In three experiments LCpneurons
injected with Lucifer Yellow revealedsparse dendritic branching and a single
axonal process entering the pericardialnerve.Figure 11.2 shows a schematic
diagram of an abdominal ganglion withthe location of two LCpsoma.
The physiological properties ofLCp cells clearly distinguish them from
other ganglionic neurons.In semi-intact preparations of theinnervated
pericardium, LCp was readily identified byits unusually high rate of tonic impulse
activity ( > 100 min') and the closecorrelation between instantaneous firing40
frequency and tension of the pericardial membrane(r =0.96, Fig II.3b). The cell
was also characterized by its triphasic response duringInterneuron II-driven
contraction of the respiratoryorgans (respiratory pumping) (Fig II.3a).This
response began with an initial excitatory phase where LC,discharge frequency
and pericardial tension increased just priorto the high frequency discharge of LD
gill and siphon motor neurons. Aftera brief inhibitory phase, during which the
pericardium relaxed, LC, spike rate graduallyincreased over a 20 to 60 second
interval, causing a secondary andmore sustained pericardial contraction.
Respiratory pumping contractionscan often be predicted 5 to 10 seconds before
their occurrence by monitoring the initialincrease in LC, spike rate.
Several observations indicate that LC, is theonly motor neuron controlling
the tension of the pericardium.First there was always a strong positive
correlation between spontaneous firingrate of the cell and pericardial tension.
When the rate of LC, dischargewas altered by sustained injection of depolarizing
or hyperpolarizing current, pericardial tension variedaccordingly (Fig II.3b).
Second, complete hyperpolarization ofLC, completely blocked spontaneous
contractile activity.As shown in Figure II.3a,even the powerful contractions
associated with interneuron II driven respiratorypumping were completely and
reversibly nullified by this action. Third,severe injury or cell death of LC, during
electrode impalement disabled subsequentcontractile activity of the pericardium.
Severance of the pericardialnerve also blocked all changes in the tension ofthe
pericardium, indicating that spontaneousactivity of possible peripheral motor
neurons are not important for the control of pericardium.Other cells are known41
to project processes into the pericardial membraneand the pericardial region,
but most of these cells (R6, R11, R14 andR15) are neurosecretory and
apparently do not affect pericardial tension directly(Rittenhouse and Price, 1985;
1986a,b).
Bag Cell Activation Excites the PericardialMotor System
Figure II.4a shows a simultaneous recordingof LCp activity and pericardial
membrane tension over a 15 minute periodduring which a bag cell
afterdischarge was elicited.Prior to stimulation of the bag cells, LCpimpulse
frequency and pericardial tension remainedlow. Following activation of the bag
cells, the tonic firing of LCp increased forsix minutes. The increase in impulse
frequency of LCp was highly correlated withan increase in pericardial tension (Fig
II.4b).
Bag Cell Peptides Act on the PericardialMotor System
Infusions of ELH and a-BCP both affectactivity of the pericardial motor
system. Previously, Mayeri and coworkers(Mayeri et al., 1985; Sigvardt et al.,
1986) showed that the actions of BCAon some identified ganglionic neuronswas
accurately mimicked by microliterinfusions of bag cell peptides intothe
abdominal ganglion through the cannulatedabdominal artery.To test the action
of bag cell peptides on the pericardialmotor circuit, a-BCP and ELHwere infused
into the abdominal ganglion whilemonitoring electrical activity of LCpand the
contractile activity of the pericardium.42
Infusion of 10 AM ELH had a small excitatoryeffect on tonic spike rate of
LCp and greatly increased activity associatedwith respiratory pumping (Fig 11.5).
The action of ELH on the frequency ofrespiratory pumping will be described in
more detail in Chapter III. While the increased frequency ofrespiratory pumping
was the dominant effect of ELH on the pericardialmotor system, infusion of ELH
was also associated with a small increase in the tonic firingrate of LCp during the
first five minutes following infusion ofELH (Fig II.5b).Associated with the
increase in mean spike rate isa small increase in pericardial tension. Infusion of
10 and 100 AM a-BCP into the abdominalganglion reduced pericardial tension
and suppressed spike rate of LCp (Fig11.6).Little if any change in the activity of
the pericardial motor systemwas detected during and after infusion of 1 AM
a-BCP (data not shown).
Actions of FMRF-N112 on thePericardial Circuit
The actions of FMRF -NH2on the pericardial motor systemwere examined
as a comparison of a peptide transmitter that isreleased with a time course and
concentration that is distinctly differentfrom those of the bag cell peptides.
FMRF-NH2-like immunoreactivity has beenlocalized to neuronal cell bodiesand
to processes and to varicosities inthe neuropil and connectivetissue sheath
surrounding the abdominal ganglion(Brown et al., 1985; Schaeferet al., 1985).
Authentic FMRF -NH2 has also beenextracted from the abdominalganglion of
Aplysia (Rothman et al., 1985a).Ganglionic infusion of FMRF-NH2decreased the
spike rate of LCp in a dose-responsivemanner and suppressed pericardial43
tension at doses above 10 AM (Fig 11.7). Twopreliminary experiments with small
cardioactive peptides (Morris et al., 1982; Lloydet al., 1985) indicate that this
neuroactive peptide increased the firingrate of LCp and tension of the
pericardium.
DISCUSSION
The pericardial motor system of Aplysiacalifornica is innervated by several
neurons (see Rittenhouse and Price, 1985; 1986a,b), but onlycell LCp appears
to control pericardial tension. Tension of thepericardium was closely correlated
with the impulse frequency of LCp. Actionsof the peptide-secreting bag cells and
infusions of purified bag cell peptideson the firing frequency of LCp predictably
altered pericardial tension.
Pericardial Motor Circuit
This is the first detailed descriptionof LCp and its control of the
pericardium. Koester and Kandel (1977) previouslyreported that a neuron in the
LC cluster excited contractions of thepericardium via the genital-pericardialnerve
and that interneuron II inhibited this cellduring respiratory pumping. The results
presented in this report corroborate andextend this earlier finding.Dye
injections of LCp indicate that LCp hasa single axon that enters the pericardial
nerve and that LCp has an atypicallysparse dendritic field. Our data show LCp44
islikely to be the only motorneuron that regulates pericardial tension;
hyperpolarization of this cell from the circuit reversiblyabolishes spontaneous
changes in tension of the pericardium which otherwiseis highly correlated with
spike rate of LCp; destruction of LCp irreversiblyrelaxes the pericardial
membrane.
Other neurons from the abdominal ganglioninnervate the pericardium but
there is no indication that these cells directlyaffect its tension.Price and
coworkers (Price and McAdoo, 1979; Rittenhouseand Price, 1985; 1986a,b)
described the presence of neuronalprocesses and varicosities that extend from
a group of neurosecretory cells to the pericardium. Specifically,Rittenhouse and
Price (1985; 1986a,b) found that R6,R11, R14 and R15 innervate the
pericardium. The R3-R14 cells contain glycineand three low molecular weight
peptides (Kreiner et al., 1984; Rothmanet al., 1985a; Kaldany et al., 1986;
Campanelli and Scheller, 1987).In another organ, the anterior aorta, Sawada
and coworkers (1981) showed that R14facilitated contractions induced by the
anterior aorta excitor motorneuron RDAAE. Application of glycine to the artery
mimicked the facilitating actions of R14.These studies suggest that similar
modulatory actions of a subset of theR3-R14 cells may affect pericardial
contractions.
Effect of Respiratory Pumpingon Tension of the Pericardium and Activity
of LCp
Respiratory pumping strongly affectedimpulse frequency of LCp and45
pericardial tension.This spontaneous, fixed act consists ofa synchronous
contraction of the mantle organs regulated bya network of electrically and
chemically coupled interneurons, originally referredto as interneuron II(Int II)
(Kandel, 1976; Byrne and Koester, 1978;Byrne, 1983; Koester, 1989). The
pericardial motor system showeda triphasic pattern of activity during respiratory
pumping, which gave an early abrupt contractionfollowed by relaxation and
slow contraction phases. Spike frequencyof LCp and tension of the pericardium
slowly increased prior to the peak of interneuronII activity and was one of the
earliest indicators of an imminent spike burstfrom the interneuron II complex.
Following excitation, there wasa brief period of inhibition (5 to 10 sec) anda
long-lasting excitation (20 to 60 sec). Theamplitude and duration of the two
excitatory phases varied between events andbetween preparations.
The physiological significance of thecontractions and relaxation of the
pericardium during respiratory pumpinghas not been investigated.The
anatomical relationships betweenthe pericardium and the pericardialcoelom,
heart and kidney suggest thatcontractions of the pericardium shouldforce
pericardial fluid into the kidney, increasingurine formation, and force hemolymph
out of the heart thereby increasing cardiacoutput. Furgal and Brownell (1987)
noted that contraction of the pericardiumwas associated with a large increase
in fluid pressure in the major arteriesindicating that the pericardiumcan strongly
affect circulation for short periods(seconds). These two observationssuggest
that during respiratory pumping thecontraction and relaxation of the pericardium
affects circulation and urine formation.46
Actions of the Bag Cells and Bag Cell Peptides on the Pericardial Motor
Circuit
Activation of the peptidergic bag cells or infusion of several purified
peptides induced changes in impulse frequency of motor neuron LCp that were
predictably associated with changes in the tension of the pericardium. BCA
induced a 5 to 10 minute long excitation of LCp and a corresponding increase in
tonus of the pericardium. BCA also induced an increase in firing of several
neurons in the gill, siphon (Schaefer and Brownell, 1986; Chapter III) and
vasomotor circuits (Ligman, 1989). Only in the pericardial motor system was the
tonic increase in impulse frequency of a motor neuron correlated with a change
in contractile activity of the motor organ. There are two differences between the
gill and siphon circuits and pericardial system that may explain the lack of
correlation between tonic changes in firing frequency of motorneurons and
contractile activity of the gill and siphon. First, contractions of the gill and siphon
are regulated by phasic impulse bursts by their innervating motor neurons
(Kupfermann et al., 1974; Perlman, 1979). This mode of regulation contrasts with
the pericardial motor neuron LCp which tonically regulates tension of the
pericardium. Second, contractions of the gill and siphon involve the integration
of activities of several motor neurons and interneurons. Thereare ten identified
motor neurons in the siphon circuit (Perlman, 1979; Frost et al., 1987;see Figure
1.2) and at least eight in the gill circuit (Kupfermann et al., 1974; Swannet al.,
1978). Moreover, several interneurons coordinate the spontaneous activitiesof47
these motor neurons during contractions(Kandel, 1979). It is not surprising that
the BCA-induced increase in tonicspike frequency of a motorneuron is
correlated with increased tension onlyin the simpler pericardial system.
Infusion of ELH (10 gM) increased thefrequency of respiratory pumping
(see also Chapter III and IV), buthad only a small effecton the tonic firing
frequency of LC,. Mayeri and coworkers(1979b; 1985) previously showed that
BCA induced a prolonged excitationof cells in LC cluster and that thiseffect was
mimicked by infusion of ELH (1MM). The higher threshold foundhere for LC,
indicates that either LC, hasa different threshold from other LC cellsor that the
potency of ELH used inour study was less.More likely, the difference in
threshold is attributable to thevery high firing frequencies (100 to 200spikes
min-1) of LC, in semi-intactpreparations compared to lowfrequencies of firing of
LC cells (0 to 20 spikes min-1)in isolated ganglia used byMayeri et al (1979b;
1985; Earl Mayeri, personalcommunication). Though not shownfor the LC cells,
the excitatory effects of peptidesor peptide secreting neuronson target neurons
are often state dependent (i.e. excitatoryactions are observed onlyat low firing
frequencies of the targetneurons) (Ligman, 1989; Nusbaumand Marder,
1989a,b; reviewed by Dickinson,1989).
The increased frequency ofrespiratory pumping associatedwith the
infusion of ELH strongly affectedpericardial contractions.In the example
illustrated in Figure 11.5, the tensionof the pericardiumwas elevated for a minute
following the inhibitory phaseof respiratory pumping.The significance of the
tonic increase in firing of LC,and the increase in frequencyof respiratory48
pumping following BCA are uncertain, butthey may be part of a general
physiological response that facilitates circulationduring egg-laying behavior (see
Chapter V for further discussion).
Inhibitory actions of peptide transmitterson LCp are associated with
decreased tension of the pericardium.a-BCP is rapidly degraded in the
abdominal ganglion following a bag cellafterdischarge (Sigvardt et al., 1986) and
it is not likely to be present in theconcentrations (10 to 100 AM) thatwere
required to inhibit LCp and decrease pericardialtension. What is important about
the actions of these peptides is thattheir effects on the firing frequency ofLCp
are correlated with decreased tonus of the pericardium.This suggests that
transmitters that decrease the spikerate of LCp would be effective in decreasing
the tonus of the pericardium.
In the simple pericardial motorsystem of Aplysia, the central actions of
peptides (and peptide-secretingneurons) on a single motorneuron can be
directly correlated with behavior.These studies suggest that in simplemotor
systems, in which motor neurons tonicallyregulate the tension of the endorgan,
motor neurons are effective target sitesfor neuropeptides.49
Figure 11.1. Schematic drawing of the preparationused to investigate the actions
of the bag cells and purified peptideson visceral motor systems of Aplysia. The
branchial and pericardialorgans with intact innervation from the abdominal
ganglion were pinned in the recording chamberand continuously perfused with
aerated saline. The contractions of thepericardium were monitored witha force
transducer connected by a suture threadto the intact membrane. The distal
ends of the gill and siphonwere attached to separate displacement transducers.
An extracellular stimulating and recordingelectrode was placed adjacent toone
cluster of the bag cells.The electrical activities of LCP,other visceromotor
neurons of the gill, siphon and vasomotor circuitsand bag cell neurons were
monitored using intracellular glassmicroelectrodes. The caudal artery of the
abdominal ganglion was cannulated witha with a length of polyethylene (PE) 260
tubing drawn over flame toa small tip.Small volumes (5- 7 Al) of purified
peptides were infused into the vascularspace of the ganglion using a catheter
inserted into the cannulated caudalartery.displacement
transducer
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Figure 11.2. Drawing of a Lucifer-yellow injected LCp motor neuron. The cellsoma
was usually rostral to the LBvc cells and caudal to the LDS neurons as described
by Koester and Kandel (1977). In three fills, the singleaxon always coursed from
the LCp soma toward the ganglionic medial line before entering the pericardial
nerve. The location of the soma of two separate fills are indicated. The neuritic
field was sparse and consisted of fine branches in the neuropil closeto the soma
(not shown).52
Figure 11.2.53
Figure 11.3. Relationship between LCp activity and pericardial tension.A. The
firing rate of LCp and the contractile activity of the pericardium indicatethat there
is a stereotyped triphasic activity associated with respiratorypumping events.
Left panel, spontaneous fluctuations in tension of the pericardialmembrane were
associated with corresponding changes in spike rate of LCp.Right panel,
hyperpolarization (bar) of LCp by direct current injection reversiblyblocked
pericardial contraction even during strong bursts of interneuronII(*) activity.
When hyperpolarizing current was terminated, spikerate of LCp and pericardial
tension abruptly increased. B. Pericardial membrane tensionas a function of LCp
spike rate during 10 second depolarizations of LCp. Dashedline is least squares
regression line (linear correlation coefficient,r = 0.96).Anormal hyperpolarized B
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Figure 11.4. Bag cell-induced excitation of LCp and pericardialtension.A. An
electrically triggered(arrow) bag cellafterdischarge caused long-lasting
depolarization of LCp (dashed line refers to baseline) and increasedthe firing rate
of the cell.The tension of the pericardium increased correspondingly with
increased spike rate of LCp.B. The tension of the pericardium was correlated
with the spike rate of LCp (r= 0.95). The spike rate from ten second intervals
was plotted against pericardial tension before (open circles) and after (closed
circles) the bag cell bursts.Asterisks (*) indicate respiratory pumping (Int II)
events. Note the triphasic pattern of contraction-relaxation-delayedcontraction.A
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Figure 11.5. Arterial infusion of 10 AM ELH into theabdominal ganglion increased
frequency of respiratory pumping and activity ofLC, and the pericardium.
A. Ganglionic infusion of ELH increased LC, spikerate and pericardial tension.
The three traces include intracellular recordingsfrom LC, and a gill motor neuron
(LD) and a tension recording of the pericardium.Infusion of ELH caused a
gradual increase in LC, spike rate and associatedincrease in tension of the
pericardium. The effects of ELH began immediatelywith infusion and were most
evident 5 minutes later as frequency ofrespiratory pumping increased. The
phasic bursts of spikes in LDG2 indicate thetiming of respiratory pumping.B.
Long-term spike rate of LC, showed prolongedactions of ELH on the pericardial
motor circuit. For 20 minutes after infusion, thefour peaks of spike rate of LC,
coincide with respiratory pumpingevents.The graph also shows that the
increase in spiking associated with respiratorypumping is superimposed ona
small tonic increase in the baseline spikerate of LC, (+ 20 spikes min-1).A
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Figure 11.6. a-BCP inhibited the pericardialmotor neuron (LCp) and relaxed
pericardialtension.Ganglionicinfusionof a-BCPinhibitedLCp and
correspondingly decreased tension of thepericardium. A. Ganglionic infusion of
10 AM a-BCP was associated witha small decrease in the spike rate of LCp and
pericardial tension. The top twotraces are intracellular recordings ofmotor
neurons LBvc and LCp; the bottom trace records tensionof the pericardium. B.
Ganglionic infusion of 100 OA a-BCPfurther inhibited LCp and tension of the
pericardium. The traces are thesame as part A, except that a partial trace of
LDG2 is included to illustrate thesequence of events taking place during
respiratory pumping. The LB,c ismore sensitive to infusion of a-BCP than LCp.
The graph shows theaverage normalized spike rate for five experiments inwhich
a-BCP was infused at 1, 10 and 100AM. Normalized spike ratewas determined
by averaging the spike rate of LCpfor the 15 minutes prior to infusionand
subtracting this value from the spikerate at one minute intervals after infusion.LB 1.2
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Figure 11.7. Ganglionic infusion of FMRF-N1-12inhibited the pericardial motor
system. The three traces from the topare an intracellular recording of LC,, a
corresponding trace showing the changes in spikerate of the motor neuron and
a tensionmonitor of thepericardium.Infusionof10 AM FMRF-NH2
hyperpolarized LC, and inhibited fluctuations inpericardial tension. Following the
inhibition by FMRF -NH2, the increase in spikerate of LC, was associated with an
increase in pericardial tension. The graph showsnormalized spike rate of LC,
for three doses of FMRF-NH2 fora period of 15 minutes before and 20 minutes
after the start of the peptide application. Infusionof FMRF-NH2 at all three doses
(1, 10 and 100 AM) inhibited spiking of LC,.Even though 1 AM inhibited the
spike rate of LC,, the small decrease in spikerate was not enough to inhibit
pericardial contractions (tension and neuronalrecordings for 1 AM dose not
shown).ico1St
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BAG CELL PEPTIDES MODULATE RESPIRATORYPUMPING
BEHAVIOR IN APLYSIA CALIFORNICA
ABSTRACT
67
1.In Aplysia californica, the behavioralfunctions of neuropeptide
transmitters can be investigated in thecontext of simple neural circuits that
control discrete components of visceromotorbehavior. Egg-laying behavior of
this animal is triggered by the neuroendocrinebag cells which discharge inan
all-or-none high frequency burst of impulsesthat releases several peptides within
the nervous system and generalcirculation. We used a semi-intact preparation
of the abdominal ganglion and innervatedbranchial and pericardialorgans to
investigate the actions of individual bag cellpeptides on the gill and siphon motor
systems. These responses were comparedto neuronal responses induced by
the physiological release of thesetransmitters during bag cell afterdischarges
(BCA).
2. The neuronal responses to BCAcan be divided into two phases; an
initial inhibitory phase lasting severalminutes followed bya longer lasting
excitation. The inhibitory phase of theBCA-induced response was most clearly
seen in the gill motor neuron L9G where it lasts5 to 10 minutes. Occasionally,68
inhibition was also observed in LB and LDsiphon motor neurons and LD gill
motor neurons. The excitatory phase (30 minto > 1 hr) consisted of a tonic
excitation of the LBs and LDSneurons and a facilitation of the frequency and
amplitude of respiratory pumping,a fixed act mediated by a network of
interneurons.
3. Infusion of purified bag cell peptidesinto the abdominal ganglion
mimicked some key features of theBCA-induced neuronal and behavioral
responses. Ganglionic infusion of a-BCP decreasedspike activity of LB, LD and
RD siphon motor neurons and inhibitedrespiratory pumping activity. Infusion of
ELH into the abdominal ganglion elicitedmild excitation of LBs and LDS motor
neurons in a few preparations.Infusion of ELH also stimulated increased
frequency and amplitude of respiratorypumping.
4. Infusion of another endogenousneuropeptide, FMRF-NH, inhibited LD
and LB siphon motorneurons and selectively excited neuron RDs. Excitationof
RDs was associated witha strong contraction of the siphon.
5. In summary, the bag cellneuroendocrine system appears to regulate
behavior by affecting both interneuronsand motor neurons.The major
behavioral action of BCA is an increase infrequency and amplitude of respiratory
pumping mediated by action of bag cellpeptide transmitters on interneurons
controlling behavior.69
INTRODUCTION
While many studies of neuropeptide transmittershave focused on their
localization, biosynthesis and release in centralnervous systems, very few
studies have investigated how these neuroactivesubstances regulate behavior
through actions on integrated neural circuits.To date, the most successful
studies in this area have necessarily involvedsimpler nervous systems and
behaviors of invertebrates (e.g. Selverston, 1985).The most favorable of these
systems offer well defined neural circuits and highlystereotyped patterns of
behaviors that are activatedor modulated by endogenous neuropeptide
transmitters (Selverston and Moulins, 1987;Nusbaum and Marder, 1989a,b).
The bag cell neurons in the abdominalganglion of the marine mollusk Aplysia
have proven to be particularly useful foranalysis of a long-lasting, all-or-none
behavior under the control of peptidergicneurons. The neuroendocrine bag cell
system releases several peptides whichmediate egg laying (Mayeri and
Rothman, 1985; Geraerts et al., 1989).One of these peptides, egg-laying
hormone (ELH), acts both asa hormone and as an excitatory neurotransmitter
in the abdominal ganglion; anotherpeptide, a-bag cell peptide (a-BCP), is known
to have inhibitory neurotransmitter functions(Rothman et al., 1983a,b; Mayeri et
al., 1985; Sigvardt et al., 1986). Therelationship between these central neuronal
actions and the behaviors they induce hasnot been adequately studied.
A particular advantage of the bag cell/abdominalganglion system for
physiological studies of neuropeptide functionsis that the neuroendocrine event70
that triggers behavioral changecan be elicited in a semi-intact preparation of
functioning organ systems.Several of the neural circuits regulating visceral
organs (branchial, cardiac and reproductive) are defined and keymotor neurons
in these circuits can be monitored forseveral hours by intracellular recording
techniques. Another recent advance hasbeen the development of an arterial
cannulation technique that permits local infusion ofthe abdominal ganglion with
small quantities of neuroactive peptides.In this way, it is possible to investigate
the actions of the bag cellneurons on visceromotor circuits and behavior, and
to discern the mechanisms of behavioral changeat the level of single peptides
acting on discrete sets of motorneurons. In this study we have investigated the
neuronal mechanisms underlying bag cell inducedchanges in the behavior of the
gill and siphon.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The methods of dissecting, preparing, andmonitoring the physiological
activities of semi-intact preparations ofAplysia were the same as those used in
Chapter II.
Animals, dissection and recordingsetup.Sexually mature animals
(300-800 g) were obtained from MarineSpecimens Unlimited (Pacific Palisades,
CA.) and maintained in a recirculating naturalseawater system (13-17°C, 16L:8D
photoperiod). They were fed daily with lettuce.Prior to dissecting, animalswere71
injected with isotonic MgCl2 (approx. 25% of bodyweight), placed in sea water
and cooled to 5°C. The branchial and pericardialorgans were isolated with intact
innervation from the abdominal ganglion and looselypinned in a recording
chamber.The preparation was continuously perfusedwith aerated saline,
consisting of artificial sea water (ASW) buffered by5 mM HEPES (pH 7.8) with
0.1% glucose, Modified Eagle Medium (MEM)essential and nonessential amino
acids (0.2X), and vitamins (0.5X) (Gibco,Grand Island, NY) (saline recipe
modified from Koch et al., 1984). The abdominalganglion was pinned to a raised
sylgard platform for better visualization ofneurons and in peptide infusion
experiments, the caudal artery was cannulated witha length of polyethylene (PE)
260 tubing drawn over flame toa fine tip. The distal ends of the gill and siphon
were attached to separate displacement transducers (LVDT,200DCD, Schaevitz,
Eng.) and an extracellular electrodewas placed adjacent to one cluster of bag
cells to monitor for spontaneous bursts. Thegill and siphon motor neuronswere
impaled with intracellular glass microelectrodes(2 M potassium acetate) and
identified using behavioral, morphologicaland physiological criteria (Kupfermann
et al., 1974; Perlman, 1979).
Bag cell afterdischarge. Stable intracellularrecordings of gill and siphon motor
neurons were maintained for 30-60 minutes prior tostimulation of the bag cells.
Bag cell activity was evoked by brief (1-2sec) trains of current pulses (1-20 mA,
0.5 msec duration) applied to either the rightor left bag cell cluster. The activities
of the motor neurons and the bag cellswere monitored for at least 20 minutes
before and 30 minutes after bag cell activation.72
Peptides and arterial infusions.a-BCP(1-8) and FMRF -NH2 were obtained
from Peninsula (Belmont, CA).Purified ELH and atrial-ELH (A-ELH)were
obtained as gifts from Drs. Barry Rothman and EarlMayeri. Comparison of the
effects of ELH and A-ELH on the spikerates of abdominal ganglion motor
neurons indicated no difference in the responses to A-ELH andELH, so they
were used interchangeably in accordance with availability. Thepeptides were
weighed, stored frozen in small aliquots, thawedminutes before use by diluting
them in filtered (0.2 Am) infusion saline containingprotease inhibitors and kept
on ice until use. Peptide and control saline solutions (7 Al)were infused into the
abdominal ganglion using a catheter inserted intothe cannulated caudal artery
of the abdominal ganglion (Mayeri et al.,1985). The cannula (PE 260) and
catheter (PE 20) were made of polyethylene tubingdrawn to fine tips over a
small flame. The vascularspace of the ganglion has an estimated volume of
approximately 0.5 Al, most of which is vascularlacunae surrounding cell bodies
(Furgal and Brownell, 1987). Toensure complete exchange of vascular fluid, 7 Al
volumes of test substances were infusedat a rate of 3 ml min-1 using a microliter
syringe (Gilmont).Dye infusion confirmed that this procedurecompletely
saturated the extracellular space surroundingall ganglionic neurons. Peptides
were dissolved in filtered (0.2 Am) perfusion saline with0.25 mg/ml each of lima
bean trypsin inhibitor (Sigma), ovomucoid inhibitor(Worthington), and bacitracin
(Sigma) added to reduce proteolyticdegradation and to functionas a protein
carrier.Prior to peptide infusion, control solutioncontaining filtered saline and
protease inhibitors was infused to minimize changesin neuronal activity due to73
protease inhibitors or pressure changes in the vascularspace of the ganglion.
Quantification of data. Tape (Vetter, Rebersburg, PA) and chart (Gould 2400,
Cleveland, OH) recordings of neuronal spike activity and pericardial tensionwere
analyzed directly and by computer based spike rate analysisprograms.
Neuronal responses were quantified as spontaneous spikeactivity over time
before and after peptide infusions.Spike rates were normalized within each
experiment by subtracting the average spike rate for thepre-treatment period
from the value for each data point.These normalized data were used to
generate a composite graph for each treatment. Activities of othervisceromotor
neurons in the abdominal ganglion were monitored to keep track of respiratory
pumping and interneuron II activity and as controlsto determine the effectiveness
of treatments.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effects of Bag Cell Activity on Gill and SiphonMotor Circuits
Electrically-triggered bursts of bag cell spike activityinduced long-lasting
changes in spontaneous impulse activities ofseveral gill and siphon motor
neurons.All these neuronal responses developedslowly, beginning some
seconds after the onset of the bag cell afterdischarge(BCA) and they were not
associated with the brief electrical trains of pulsesused to trigger the bag cell
impulse burst. The responses of individual cellswere always of the same form74
but variable in amplitude. Two distincttypes of response were recognized:
(a) Weak inhibition, which began withinseconds and lasted five to ten minutes
in select neurons. (b) Tonic excitation,which began several minutes after BCA
and occasionally lastedone hour. These neuronal responses were occasionally
associated with small changes in tonus ofthe gill or siphon, but the most evident
change in behavior of the innervatedorgans was the long-lasting increase in
frequency and amplitude of respiratory pumping.This observation suggests that
the interneurons controlling this fixedact may themselves be the major targets
of bag cell transmitter action in thebranchial motor circuit.
The inhibitory phase of BCA-inducedresponses was most clearly seen in
L9G cells (Fig 111.1), although LDS (Fig111.1), LDS and LBs neurons all showedsigns
of early brief inhibition inone or more trials.Inhibition was not attributable to
non-specific nerve stimulation associatedwith the triggering of BCA since this
artifact strongly excited cells when itoccurred. Furthermore electrical stimulation
of the bag cells was frequentlydecoupled from BCA onset by severaltens of
seconds; under these circumstances theearly inhibitory responsewas always
synchronized with the onset of the bagcell impulse burst.
As shown in Fig 111.1, long lastingexcitation was most evident in LDS cells
(see also, Fig 111.2).In this example, after a period of initialinhibition, the tonic
impulse frequency of LDs increased by40 spikes min-1 to (Fig 111.1). An increase
in frequency and amplitude of respiratorypumping was associated with the tonic
excitation of these motorneurons, suggesting that some proportion ofthe
increased amplitude of the behaviormay be mediated by the excitation of the75
motor neuron.
Actions of Purified Peptides
Further investigations of the neuronal mechanismsthat facilitate respiratory
pumping required experimental manipulation of theneuropeptide transmitters that
induce the response. This was achieved byinfusing a-BCP and ELH into the
ganglionic vasculature while monitoring neuronaland behavioral responses to
these peptides.
Modulatory actions of bag cell peptideson spontaneous activities of the
gill and siphon. The subtle actions ofa-BCP and ELH were more clearly
evident on long-term recordings of gill andsiphon motor outputs. Figure 111.3
shows two examples of continuous 3 to 5hour long recordings of gill and siphon
contractile activities correlated with peptide-inducedchanges in motor neurons.
Under these conditions spontaneous respiratorypumping behavior of the gill and
siphon served as a convenientassay for peptide-induced changes in motor
system excitability. Changes in frequency ofrespiratory pumping were attributed
to neuropeptide actions on interneuronscontrolling the behavior (Int II) while
changes in amplitude weremore likely to reveal modulatory actions at the level
of the motor neurons in the gill siphon circuit.
Infusion of a-BCP inhibited severalmotor neurons and reduced the
frequency and amplitude of respiratory pumping.These actions began abruptly
with infusion of a-BCP andwere comparatively short in duration (10 min) (Fig76
III.3A). ELHgenerally had the opposite effects:ganglionic infusion of 10 AM
ELHincreased the frequency and amplitude of bursts associatedwith respiratory
pumping and excited the neuronsLDGLDG2, and LDss. Infusions ofELHcaused
a disproportionately larger response on siphon contractionsas observed
followingBCA.
Further investigations of the neuronal basis ofthe change in respiratory
pumping activity required amore detailed analysis of the actions of bag cell
peptides on individual motorneurons responding to the bag cell peptides. To
simplify this part of the study,we focused on the most responsive of the two
systems, the siphon motor circuit. The actions of bagcell peptides on the gill
motor circuit are analyzed in Chapter IV.
Actions of a-bag cell peptideon the siphon motor circuit.a-BCPwas
infused into the abdominal ganglion at threeconcentrations, 1, 10 and 100 AM
while monitoring the majority Of motorneurons controlling siphon movements
(F1 Ds,LDS and LBs neurons). Of these, only theLBs cells were reliably inhibited
by 10 AM doses ofa-BCP(Fig III.4A). Two of the most powerful siphonmotor
neurons (RDS and LDS) were much less sensitive to thistransmitter. No change
in tonus of the siphon was detected inresponse toa-BCPinduced inhibitions of
the siphon motor neuron pool. As observedin the long-term recordings, infusion
ofa-BCPwas associated with decreased frequency and amplitudeof phasic
siphon contractions, suggesting that themore important locus ofa-BCPaction77
may be the interneurons that coordinate siphon movement. Interneurons (IntII)
controlling respiratory pumping of the siphonwere particularly responsive to
a-BCP infusion as judged by the decrease infrequency of this fixed act. The
correlated decline in amplitude of respiratory pumpingmay be attributed in part
to inhibition of the siphon motorneuron network.
Actions of ELH on the siphon motor circuit. Infusionof purified ELH into the
abdominal ganglion generally excited the siphonmotor circuit and contractile
behavior of the siphon. Infusion of 10 /.4M ELHinduced a weak tonic increase
in the spike rate of the LBs (2 of 2) and LDS(3 of 8) motor neurons (Fig 111.5).
The small tonic increase in spike rate of theLDS neurons was similar to the
excitation following bag cell activation but of smallermagnitude. No apparent
increase in tonus of the siphonwas observed during or after the infusions of
ELH. As observed before, the dominant actionof ELH was to increase the
frequency and amplitude of respiratory pumpingin a pattern similar to the
response seen after BCA (5 of 8 preparations). As shown inFigure 111.5, the
frequency and intensity of bursts of spikesassociated with Int II activity increased
in an LDS neuron.The increased contractions correspondedwell with the
increased burst activity of LDS.
Actions of FMRF-NH2. For comparativepurposes, we examined the actions of
another neuropeptide transmitter FMRF-NH2,which has been localized to
processes and varicosities of the abdominal ganglion sheath(Brown et al., 1985;78
Schaefer et al., 1985). Like the bag cell peptides,FMRF-NH2 may be released
nonsynaptically in the proximity of somata ofneurons in the ganglion. Infusion
of 10 AM FMRF-NH2 into the abdominal ganglioninhibited LBs and LDS motor
neurons, but strongly excited neuron RDs (Fig 111.6).In contrast to the more
subtle actions of bag cell peptides, the changein spike rate of RDs was
associated with a phasic contraction of the siphon.
These studies show that bag cellneurons and the peptides they secrete
induce widespread changes in the activitiesof gill and siphon motorneurons.
The behavioral effects of bag cell activation inthese dissected preparationswere
subtle and variable and were weakly correlatedwith the indirect activities of
individual motor neurons in the circuits.The most reliable response of the
branchial motor organs was facilitation ofrespiratory pumping, a fixed act
coordinated by interneurons in the ganglion.Frequency and amplitude of
respiratory pumping increased following BCAand served as a convenientassay
for altered excitability.79
Figure 111.1. Bag Cell Activation (BCA) modulatedbranchial motor system activity.
In this record the responses of two gill motorneurons (L9G2, LDG2), one siphon
motor neuron (LDs,) and the gill and siphon to bagcell activation (BCA) are
displayed (5.8 min before to 13.1 min after).The bag cell clusters were
stimulated 8 times prior to BCA andan arrow is placed under the bag cell trace
at the time of the last stimulus.The top eight traces include four neuronal
recordings and four monitors of the spike rate foreach neuron. The spike rates
of each neuron for 10 second periods(expressed as spikes min-1) are plotted
immediately below the neuronal recording. Threedifferent neuronal responses
and an increase in the magnitude and frequencyof gill and siphon components
of respiratory pumping were triggered by BCA.The neuronal responses included
an inhibition of L9G2, tonic excitation of LDS andan increase in frequency of the
spike bursts associated with respiratory pumpingin neuron LDG2. There was also
an initial inhibition of the amplitude of phasic bursts inneuron LDS, following BCA.
Associated with the increased burst activity inLDG2 is an increase in frequency
and amplitude of siphon and gill contractions.Comparison of the respiratory
pumps 12 minutes before and after bag cell activation showedthat average time
between pumps decreased (146 ± 42sec before and 98 ± 15 sec following).
The ratio(after BCA:before) of average amplitudesfor siphon and gill
contractions during respiratory pumpingevents was 2.2 (siphon) and 1.5 (gill).LDS,
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Figure 111.2. Averaged responses of LDS and LB,siphon motor neurons to BCA.
The response of LDS motor neurons to BCAwas of greater amplitude and
duration and less variable than for LB, (n= 6 LBS; n =7 LDS). The spike rate of
LDS neurons increased by 50 spikes min-' andremained elevated for the 30
minute test period.40
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Figure 111.3. Bag cell peptides modulate respiratorypumping behavior. The three
upper traces in each panel show long-term (> 3 hr) intracellularrecordings of
three motor neurons from the abdominal ganglionwith synchronous monitors of
gill and siphon contractile activity (twobottom traces). Arrows beneath each
trace indicate 2 minute intervals during which5-7 Al of saline or saline plus
peptide were infused into the caudalartery of the abdominal ganglion.
A. Infusion of a-BCP (1 and 10 MM) causeda dose dependent inhibition of the
gill motor neurons (L9G, LDG and RDG)and a decrease in amplitude of gill and
siphon contractions during respiratory pumping(abrupt downward deflections of
both the gill and siphon). a-BCP hada larger effect on the siphon contraction
amplitude than on gill contractions. Infusionof the ELH (10 and 100 MM) excited
at least one of the gill motorneurons LDG, and facilitated both the amplitude and
frequency of gill and siphon contractionsassociated with respiratory pumping.
B. In this record, responses of 2 gillmotor neurons (LDG, and LDG2) anda siphon
motor neuron (LDS) were associated withpeptide-induced changes in
frequencies and amplitude of gill and siphoncontraction. As in part A, a-BCP
strongly inhibited LDG, in a dose dependentmanner. The major effect of a-BCP
on LDG2 was to reduce numbers of spikesper burst associated with respiratory
pumping.In this experiment, infusions of a-BCPcompletely suppressed
respiratory pumping for extended periodsof time. Arterial infusion of ELH excited
gill motor neuron LDG, and reactivatedrespiratory pumping and bursts of spike
activity in motor neurons associated withrespiratory pumping.L90
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Figure 111.4. Ganglionic infusion of a-BCPinhibited siphon motor neurons and
suppressed respiratory pumping.The traces in A and B are from different
preparations. A. Infusion of 10 AM a-BCP stronglyinhibited LB. The complete
inhibition of spiking of LB lasted fora longer period after the 30 AM infusion
compared to the 10 AM dose (10 ,uM, 112sec; 30 grvl, 180 sec; pre-infusion
firing rate of LB was 110 spikes/min).B. Infusion of a-BCP suppressed
respiratory pumping and decreased spikerate of RDs and LDS, siphon motor
neurons. RDs and LDS neurons are less sensitive to a-BCPthan LBs siphon
motor neurons.At the 100 AM dose, respiratory pumpingamplitude and
frequency were suppressed.A
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Figure 111.5. Infusion of ELH mildly excitedLBs and LDS motor neurons and
facilitated respiratory pumping activity.Traces from A and B are from different
preparations. A. Infusion of 10 AM ELH increasedthe tonic firing rate of neurons
LBs, and LDS, and the frequency andamplitude of respiratory pumping. The
spike rate of LBs, (for 10 second intervals)is plotted below the neuronal trace.
The tonic spike rate of LEL, increased from120 spikes min-1 to 150 spikes min''
following infusion of 10 AM ELH. The graphin the upper right handcorner
shows the spike rate of LDS, for 15 minutesprior to the infusion of ELH and 25
minutes after.It is evident from both the neuronaltrace and the graph that the
frequency and magnitude of phasicbursts in neuron LDS, associated with
respiratory pumping increased following infusionof ELH (before, 2 bursts/15 min;
after, 9 bursts/25 min). The amplitudeof siphon contractions increased further
seven minutes after the end of the first trace. B.Infusion of ELH increased the
tonic firing rate of LDS, and amplitudeof respiratory pumping.In this second
example, ELH increased the tonic firing ofLDS, to a greater extent than in part A.
The onset of the tonic increase in firingwas delayed 5.5 minutes after the start
of the ELH infusion and lasted for10.5 minutes.The amplitude of siphon
contractions had returned to baseline levels33 minutes after the infusion of ELH.A
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Figure 111.6. Ganglionic infusion of FMRF-N1-12inhibited LDS and LB, motor
neurons, phasically excited RD, and initiateda phasic contraction of the siphon.
The traces are from two experiments alignedtemporally with the start of a 10 IIM
infusion of FMRF -NH2.A. Infusion of 10 IIM FMRF-N1-12was associated with
inhibition of an LB, motorneuron (identity of LB,,,, or3 was not confirmed).
B. Ganglionic infusion of FMRF-NFI,inhibited LDS phasically excited RD, and
initiated a phasic contraction of the siphon.A
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PEPTIDERGIC TRANSMITTER ACTIONS ON THEGILL MOTOR
CIRCUIT IN APLYSIA CALIFORNICA
ABSTRACT
94
1. The abdominal ganglion of Aplysiacalifornica contains several defined
neural circuits that regulate the activities of theanimal's branchial and pericardial
organs. The ganglion also contains a group of peptidesecreting neurons, the
bag cells, that discharge ina burst of impulses just prior to the onset ofegg-
laying behavior, and several peptidergiccells believed to release FMRF -NH2 and
small cardioactive peptide (SCP). Thesesystems can be used to investigate
different modes of nonsynaptic actions ofpeptide transmitters on functionally
integrated circuits.
2. We used a semi-intact preparation ofthe branchial organs innervated
by the abdominal ganglion to investigatethe actions of bag cell peptides(a-bag
cell peptide (a-BCP), egg laying hormone(ELH)) on all identified motorneurons
innervating the gill.The responses to bag cell peptideswere compared with
peptide transmitters, FMRF -NH2 and SCPB,found in non-bag cell neurons having
different modes of transmitter release.All peptides were infused at known
concentrations into the ganglionic vasculatureso as to mimic a neuroendocrine95
(nonsynaptic) transmitter release.Neuronal responses were quantifiedas
spontaneous spike activity over time, before and after peptide infusions.
3. Generally, each neuropeptide affected all motor cells inthe gill circuit
uniformly. a-BCP inhibited all gill motorneurons, while infusion of FMRF-NH2 and
SCPB gave excitatory responses from these cells.One exception to the uniform
action of a neuropeptide was that infusion of FMRF-NH2 inhibited LDG2. The
actions of ELH were excitatory andmore selective for particular cells. Only LDG,
and the L9Gg responded to infusions of ELH.Thresholds for the effects of
peptides on gill motor neurons varied from 1 AM(FMRF-NH2, ELH and SCPB
actions on LDG,) to greater than 10 11M (a-BCPinhibition of LDG2).
4. The frequency and amplitude of spontaneousgill contractions were
either facilitated or attenuated by theganglionic infusion of three of the four
peptides. The inhibitory bag cell peptide, a-BCP,decreased and the excitatory
bag cell transmitter, ELH, increased thefrequency and amplitude of interneuron
II mediated respiratory pumping.Infusion of SCPB appeared to facilitate the
amplitude of spontaneous contractions and insome preparations increased the
frequency of respiratory pumping.In contrast to the other three peptides,
infusion of 10 AM FMRF-NH2 induceda phasic contraction of the gill that was
associated with excitation of all gill motorneurons (LDG2 excepted) lasting three
to four minutes.
5. Ganglionic infusion of 10 AM FMRF-NH2 andsmall cardioactive peptideB
(SCPB) induced robust increases in spikerate of gill motor neurons compared to
the bag cell transmitters. The gill motorneuron responses to bag cell peptides96
generally required more time to peak and theresponses lasted longer than for
SCPB and FMRF -NH2.
6. These results suggest that the selective actionsof peptides are
determined less by the distribution of biologicalsites of action among motor
neurons as a pool than by the spatial and temporal patterns ofrelease. The data
also suggest that interneuronsare effective targets of neuropeptide action.
INTRODUCTION
In Aplysia californica, the behavioral functionsof neuropeptide transmitters
can be studied in the context of simple motor circuitsthat control discrete
components of behavior. Morphological evidence indicatesthat there are at least
two distinct modes of neuropeptide release inthe abdominal ganglion. In mature
animals, about 800 electrically-coupled bagcell neurons send processes that
end blindly in the connective tissuesheath overlying the somata of other
ganglionic neurons (Frazier et al., 1967).Immunocrochemical studies show that
two other endogenous peptides, FMRF-N1-12 andsmall cardioactive peptide (SCP)
are contained in fibers having distinctly differentpatterns of arborization within the
ganglionic sheath and the neuropil. FMRF-111-12-likeimmunoreactivity is present
in several somata and in neuronalprocesses and varicosities in the neuropil,
surrounding single somata and in the connectivetissue sheath (Brown et al.,
1985; Schaefer et al., 1985; Lloyd et al.,1987).SCP-like immunoreactivity is97
localized to neuronal processes and varicositiesin the neuropil and to less than
ten somata in the abdominal ganglion (Lloydet al., 1985; Alevizos et al., 1989b).
The temporal patterns of peptide transmitterrelease from these different
cells also appear to differ.The bag cells are normally electricallysilent but
discharge in a long-lasting, high frequencyburst that begins 30 minutes prior to
egg laying (Kupfermann and Kandel, 1970; Pinsker andDudek, 1977; Ferguson
et al., 1989).During the afterdischarge of the bag cells,several peptides are
released including two with describedphysiological and behavioral actions:
egg-laying hormone (ELH) and a-bag cellpeptide (a-BCP) (Mayeri et al., 1985;
Rothman et al., 1985b; Sigvardt et al.,1986).This infrequent, all-or-none
discharge of the bag cells is incontrast with that of the neurons releasing
FMRF-NH, and SCP which, byimmunocytochemical evidence (Brown et al.,
1985; Lloyd et al., 1985; Alevizoset al., 1989b), are released fromone or a few
neurons that probably fire more regularly.
These morphological and physiologicalstudies indicate that bag cell
peptides are released hormonallyto alter the excitability ofneurons in the
abdominal ganglion and that FMRF-NH2and SCP are released in smaller
quantities and in more localizedareas.For motor neurons belongingto the
same (gill) circuit, but located in differentareas of the ganglion, peptides with
similar actions, but different spatial andtemporal patterns of release should
cause different behavioral responses.The neuronal actions ofa bag cell
afterdischarge can be mimicked by thearterial infusion of small quantitiesof
peptides into the vasculature of theabdominal ganglion (Mayeri et al.,1985;98
Sigvardt et al., 1986). In this studywe compare the actions of arterially infused
peptides on the well described gill motorcircuit (Kupfermann et al., 1974).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The methods of dissecting, preparing,and monitoring the physiological
activities of semi-intact preparations ofAplysia were the same as those used in
Chapters II and III with one exception. Theactions of bag cell afterdischargeon
the gill motor circuit were not investigatedin this chapter. The materials and
methods used in this chapterare redescribed below.
Animals, dissection and recordingsetup.Sexually mature animals
(300-800 g) were obtained from MarineSpecimens Unlimited (Pacific Palisades,
CA.) and maintained in a recirculatingnatural seawater system (13-17°C,16L:8D
photoperiod). They were fed daily with lettuce.Prior to dissecting, animalswere
injected with isotonic MgCl2 (approx.25% of body weight), placed insea water
and cooled to 5°C. The branchial andpericardial organs were isolated with intact
innervation from the abdominal ganglionand loosely pinned ina recording
chamber.The preparation was continuouslyperfused with aerated saline,
consisting of artificial sea water (ASW)buffered by 5 mM HEPES (pH 7.8)with
0.1% glucose, Modified Eagle Medium(MEM) essential and nonessentialamino
acids (0.2X), and vitamins (0.5X)(Gibco, Grand Island, NY) (salinerecipe
modified from Koch et al., 1984). Theabdominal ganglion was pinnedto a raised99
sylgard platform for better visualization ofneurons and in peptide infusion
experiments, the caudal artery was cannulated witha length of polyethylene (PE)
260 tubing drawn over flame to a fine tip. The distalends of the gill and siphon
were attached to separate displacement transducers (LVDT, 200DCD,Schaevitz,
Eng.) and an extracellular electrodewas placed adjacent to one cluster of bag
cells to monitor for spontaneous bursts. The gillmotor neurons were impaled
with intracellular glass microelectrodes (2 Mpotassium acetate) and identified
using behavioral, morphological and physiologicalcriteria (Kupfermann et al.,
1974).
Peptides and arterial infusions.a-BCP(1-8), FMRF -NH2, and SCPBwere
obtained from Peninsula (Belmont, CA).Purified ELH and atrial-ELH (A-ELH)
were obtained as gifts from Drs. Barry Rothman and EarlMayeri. Comparison
of the effects of ELH and A-ELHon the spike rates of abdominal ganglion motor
neurons indicated no difference in theresponses to A-ELH and ELH, so they
were used interchangeably in accordance with availability.The peptides were
weighed, stored frozen in small aliquots,thawed minutes before use by diluting
them in filtered (0.2 Am) infusion salinecontaining protease inhibitors and kept
on ice until use. Peptide and control saline solutions(7 Al) were infused into the
abdominal ganglion usinga catheter inserted into the cannulated caudalartery
of the ganglion (Mayeri et al., 1985).The cannula (PE 260) and catheter (PE20)
were made of polyethylene tubing drawn to fine tipsover a small flame. The
vascular space of the ganglion hasan estimated volume of approximately 0.5
most of which is vascular lacunae surroundingcell bodies (Furgal and Brownell,100
1987). To ensure complete exchange ofvascular fluid, 7µl volumes of test
substances were infused at a rate of 3 ml min-1using a microliter syringe
(Gilmont). Dye infusion confirmed that thisprocedure completely saturated the
extracellular space surrounding all ganglionicneurons. Peptides were dissolved
in filtered (0.2 ihm) perfusion saline with0.25 mg/ml each of lima bean trypsin
inhibitor (Sigma), ovomucoid inhibitor(Worthington), and bacitracin (Sigma)
added to reduce proteolytic degradationand to function as a protein carrier.
Prior to peptide infusion, control solutioncontaining filtered saline and protease
inhibitors was infused to minimize changesin neuronal activity due to protease
inhibitors or pressure changes in thevascular space of the ganglion.
Quantification of data. Tape (Vetter, Rebersburg,PA) and chart (Gould 2400,
Cleveland, OH) recordings of neuronal spikeactivity and pericardial tensionwere
analyzed directly and by computerbased spike rate analysisprograms.
Neuronal responses were quantifiedas spontaneous spike activity over time
before and after peptide infusions.Spike rates were normalized withineach
experiment by subtracting theaverage spike rate for the pre-treatment period
from the value for each data point.These normalized datawere used to
generate a composite graph for eachtreatment. Activities of other visceromotor
neurons in the abdominal ganglionwere monitored to keep track of respiratory
pumping and interneuron II activity andas controls to determine the effectiveness
of treatments.101
RESULTS
Actions of Bag Cell Neuropeptides
a-BCP. Infusion of a-BCP into the abdominalganglion consistently inhibited all
gill motor neurons except LDG2. Theseresponses typically showed thresholds of
about 1µM for LDG, and L9G andwere dose dependent for all neurons (Fig IV.1).
Infusions of a-BCP rarely affected the spikerate of LDG2 and only at doses above
10 AM. No change in contractile activityof the gill was directly associated with
the tonic suppression of spike rate of thegill motor neurons by a-BCP.
However, infusions of a-BCP did affect thefrequency and amplitude of
spontaneous contractions controlled by interneurons.In Figure IV.1A, phasic
contractions of the gill are inhibited for fourminutes following the infusion of 1 ,uM
a-BCP and nine minutes after infusionof 10 AM a-BCP.Associated with
inhibition of gill movements in FigureIV.1A is a decrease in phasic burstsof
spiking of LDG, that correlate well withthe decreased gill contractions. The
inhibition of phasic contractions of the gillby a-BCP often outlasted the inhibition
of impulse frequency of the motorneurons. In most cases, these spontaneous
gill movements were associated withrespiratory pumping, a fixed-actionpattern
controlled by the R25/L25 network ofinterneurons (Byrne and Koester, 1978;
Byrne, 1983; Koester, 1989).
ELH. Infusion of ELH into the abdominalganglion affected the gill motor system
in two ways. First, the infusion ofELH was correlated with increasedfiring rate102
Of a subset of gill motor neurons, L9G and LDG, (Fig IV.2).Second, in some
preparations, the infusion of ELHwas also associated with an increase in
frequency of spontaneous gill movements (Fig IV.2A).
The spontaneous impulse frequency ofa majority of L9G and LDG,
increased by 10 to 45 spikes per minute for 10to 20 minutes following the
infusion of 10 AM ELH (Table IV.1; Fig IV.2). TheELH induced-increase in spike
rate of L9G and LDG, was of a smaller magnitude thanthat for FMRF-NH2 and
SCPB, but the response lasted longer (> 10min). Increasing the dose from 1 to
10 AM did not greatly affect the amplitudeof the response (Fig IV.2), but did
increase the percentage of L9G and LDG,responding (Table IV.1). Since RDGwas
recorded from only once duringa ELH infusion, no conclusions can be made
about the actions of ELHon this cell.The infusion of 100 µM ELH did not
consistently increase the number ofneurons responding or the magnitude of the
excitation (data not shown).Since infusions of 100 AM always followedan
application of 10 AM ELH, one explanation forthe inconsistent effect of the 100
AM dose is that the motorneurons were already responding maximally.
Infusions of ELH were associated with increasedfrequency and amplitude
of phasic contractions of the gill(Fig IV.2).In most preparations, these
spontaneous phasic movements of the gillwere associated with respiratory
pumping. No changes in tonus of the gillwere associated with the increased
tonic firing of the motor neurons, L9Gor LDG,.103
Comparisons with Endogenous Peptides, FMRF-N1-1,and SCPB
The morphology of FMRF-NH,- and SCP-likeimmunoreactive processes
(Brown et al., 1985; Lloyd et al., 1985; Lloydet al., 1987; Alevizos et al., 1989b)
suggest that these neuropeptides are released intothe abdominal ganglion at
nonsynaptic sites, although there isno physiological evidence to support this
view.Of particular interest, FMRF-N1-12-likeimmunoreactive varicosities and
processes are found in the connective tissue sheath overlyingthe somata and
surrounding individual soma (Brown et al.,1985) indicating that nonsynaptic
release of a FMRF-NH2-like substancemay occur. SCPB-like immunoreactivity
has a restricted distribution and is confinedto the processes and varicosities in
the neuropil (Lloyd et al.,1985).These morphological data support the
hypothesis that FMRF-NH2 ora FMRF-NH2-like peptide is released hormonally to
affect abdominal ganglionneurons, but that SCP diffuses shorter distances within
the ganglionic neuropil to its targets.FMRF -NH2 and SCPB were infused into the
abdominal ganglia to compare andcontrast the effects of other endogenous
peptides with the bag cell peptideson the gill motor circuit.
Action of FMRF -NH2. Infusion of FMRF-NH2 into the abdominal ganglia induced
a strong phasic excitation of all gill motorneurons except LDG2 (Fig IV.3). The
effects of 10 11M FMRF -NH2on the gill motor neurons lasted for fourto five
minutes including the 2.3 minuteinfusion (Fig IV.3). This is in contrastto the ten
minute long actions of ELHon gill motor neurons. LDG2 responded differently
from the rest of the circuit duringand after FMRF-NH2 infusions.Infusion of104
FMRF -NH2 induced a decrease in impulse frequencyand a mild hyperpolarization
of LDG2 (Fig IV.3), but in some preparationsno action of FMRF -NH2 on membrane
voltage or spike frequency was detected. Theactions of 10 AM FMRF-NH2 are
a reliable means to differentiate LDG, and LDG2.
Infusion of 10 AM FMRF-NH2 induceda strong phasic contraction of the
gill (Fig IV.3A) that was associated withincreased firing of gill motorneurons.
The infusion of FMRF-NH2 produceda sustained contraction of the gill that lasted
longer than the brief, 3-6 second contractionsassociated with respiratory
pumping. There was a closer correlation ofspike activity of the motorneurons
and contractile activity of the endorgan compared to a-BCP, ELH and SCPB.
Action of SCPB.Infusion of SCPB at 1, 10 and 100 AMinto the abdominal
ganglion produced a dose responsive phasicexcitation of all gill motorneurons
tested including, L9G, L7, LDG, and LDG2(Fig 1V.4). Actions of SCPBon RDG were
not determined, since we were unableto locate this cell on a regular basis.
10 AM SCPB increased the frequencyofrespiratory pumpingin
approximately 30 percent of the preparations(n = 20). Alevizos and coworkers
(1989) showed that SCP affects theinterneurons that regulate respiratory
pumping. Ganglionic infusions of 10 and100 AM SCPB also modulated the form
of spontaneous contractions by enhancingamplitude and/or decreasing the rate
of relaxation during spontaneous gillmovements (10 of 30 infusions).105
DISCUSSION
Despite all the interest generated by neuropeptide transmitters,there have
been surprisingly few studies that have investigated theactions of endogenous
neuropeptides on well defined motor circuitsor the physiological/behavior
processes they control.In this study, we have used long-term intracellular
recording procedures to monitor the relationshipbetween neuronal and
behavioral responses to endogenous neuropeptidetransmitters. We found that
the effects of bag cell peptideson the tonic firing rates of gill motor neurons were
not correlated with changes in tonus of the gill insemi-intact preparations.
Instead, our results indicate that themore important behavioral actions of bag
cell peptides are on the interneuron network regulatingrespiratory pumping (see
Chapter III).Ganglionic infusions of three of the four endogenouspeptides
affected all identified gill motorneurons in a uniform manner. These results
suggest that the morphology of release, and not the actionsof the peptide or the
distribution of biological sites of action, isimportant in determining the selective
effects of a peptide.
Direct Actions of Peptides on Motor Neurons
In this study, the direct actions of neuropeptideson motor neurons were
not differentiated from synaptic effects. Peptidesolutions were infused as a two
minute long-pulse. This method ensuredequivalent exposure of all neurons, but
it does not mimic the natural mode of releaseexpected for each peptide,106
especially for FMRF -NH2 and SCPB. Two importantassumptions of the arterial
infusion method are that the primary actions ofeach peptide are on the motor
neurons, and that the concentrations usedare similar to levels that occur
naturally in the ganglion.There is considerable evidence that the bagcell
peptides are released from neuronalprocesses in the connective sheath of the
ganglion to act on the somata of targetneurons (reviewed by Mayeri and
Rothman, 1985).Mayeri and coworkers (1985) have shownthat salines that
reduce or block synaptic connections (high Mg",low Ca") do not affect
amplitude or time course of bag cell peptideeffects on known targets.Using
intracellular recording techniques,we saw no evidence of synaptic potentials
correlated with responses to infusedpeptides.Concentrations of peptides
required to mimic responses induced byelectrically stimulating release from
neurons containing these peptides ranged from 0.5 to5µM for a-BCP and ELH
(Mayeri et al., 1985; Sigvardt et al.,1986) and 5 to 10 gM for FMRF -NH2 and
SCPB (Mackey et al., 1987; Alevizoset al., 1989b). The effective concentrations
in this study varied from 1 AM to 10 AMwith few exceptions.
Neuropeptides Act Broadly and UniformlyWithin the Gill Motor Circuit
Infusion of three of the four peptides(a-BCP, FMRF-NH2, SCPB) affected
all or at least a majority of the identifiedgill motor neurons. These datasuggest
that biological sites of action formost peptides are widely distributed in thegill
motor circuit.Similarly, infusion of a-BCP and FMRF-NH2 appeared to affect all
identified motor neurons in thevasomotor (Ligman, 1989), pericardial(Chapter107
II) and siphon (Chapter III) motor circuits. Thedata for actions of SCPB on these
circuits are less complete, but SCPBappears to increase the excitability of all
motor neurons in these visceral motor circuits.
In contrast to the three smaller peptides, ELHacted selectively by exciting
a subset of neurons (L9G and LDG,) in the gill motor circuit.Previously, Mayeri
and coworkers (1985) had already noted thatELH acted on a select set of
neurons in the abdominal ganglion.
Neuropeptides act uniformly within motor circuits.For example, a-BCP
inhibited and SCPB excited allidentifiedgill motor neurons.Infusions of
FMRF -NH2 increased the excitability of all gillmotor neurons, with one exception;
LDG2 was inhibited. The uniform excitatoryaction of peptides had previously been
noted for SCPB (Alevizos et al., 1989b) anda-BCP (Sigvardt et al., 1986), but only
in the studies reported here hasa systematic examination of all identifiedneurons
in several circuits been achieved (seealso Chapters II and III; Ligman, 1989).
These results suggest that selectiveactions of a given peptide transmitterare
determined by the morphology of theneuronal processes that release the
peptides and by the temporal pattern oftransmitter release. A unique distribution
of biological sites of actionappears to be less important. There are three distinct
morphologies of neuropeptide-containingneuronal processes, and probably
different patterns of transmitter release,for the four neuropeptides used in this
study.108
Differential Actions of Peptides on the Gill Motor Circuit
Comparison of the actions of the four endogenous peptideson gill motor
neurons indicated that the response durations for the four peptides varied. The
duration of the excitatory response of gill motorneurons to infusions of 10 AM
FMRF-NH2 was brief compared to the other peptides. Sossinand coworkers
(1987) also found that the actions of FMRF-NH2on B4, B5, B15 and B16,
neurons in the Aplysia buccal ganglion, were of shorter duration than thoseof
ELH and 5-HT and often diminished before the peptidewas washed out. The
average duration of responses of gill motor neurons to 10 AM infusions of ELH
and a-BCP lasted for 10 to 20 minutes. Theresponse duration of gill motor
neurons to SCPB infusions was intermediate in length to that ofFMRF-NH2 and
the bag cell peptides. The longer duration ofactions of ELH and a-BCP is
consistent with the bag cell peptides mediating egg-layingbehavior, a behavior
lasting one to five hours.
Even though most of the gill motor circuit respondssimilarly to a particular
peptide, one motor neuron responds differently.LDG2 was slightly inhibited or not
affected by infusions of 10 AM a-BCP and FMRF-NH2.This is in contrast to the
other gill motor neurons whichwere strongly inhibited by a-BCP and excited by
FMRF-NH2.It may be an important feature ofresponses of motor circuits to
nonsynaptic actions of neuropeptides that at leastone or a small proportion of
neurons respond differently.It may be adaptive to have a portion of themotor
neurons in a circuit not be inhibited by an inhibitory neurotransmitter.During
inhibition by a-BCP, LDG2 would still be ableto initiate a contraction in the gill in109
response to a noxious stimulus or synaptic input from an interneuron. LDG2 may
also have an adaptive role in a situation in which the rest of the circuit has been
strongly excited. Infusion of FMRF -NH2 excites all motor neurons except LDG2,
in which there is a slight inhibitory response. This may enable the gill circuit to
respond (a) with a greater magnitude if LDG2 is recruited by another input to the
circuit, or (b) if the gill muscle adapts or habituates to excitatory input by the rest
of the gill circuit,it can still respond by excitation of LDG2.Alternatively, the
selective action of peptides on LDG2 may be important since it innervatesa
different subset of muscles than the rest of the circuit (Carew et al., 1974). The
exclusion of LDG2 from a response may confer a particular form to the contraction
of the gill.
Behavioral Significance of the Actions of Endogenous Peptides on the Gill
Motor Circuit
Little information is available about the function of SCI's and FMRF -NH2 in
the abdominal ganglion. The localization of FMRF -NH2 -like immunoreactivity in
fibers and varicosities in the connective tissue andnear vascular spaces of the
abdominal ganglion (Brown et al., 1985) suggests that FMRF -NH2or a FMRF-
NH2 like substance can act hormonally.It is interesting to contrast the effects of
infusions of FMRF -NH2 on the gill motor system to those of the bag cell peptides.
Compared to the more subtle effects of bag cell peptides, FMRF -NH2 induceda
robust increase in the spike rate of gill motor neurons thatwas associated with
a phasic contraction. Kandel and associates (Abrams et al., 1984; Mackey et al.,110
1987) found that FMRF-NH2 inhibits and SCP8facilitates LE sensory neuron
excitation of gill motor neurons during the gillwithdrawal reflex.
The behavioral significance of actions ofBCA and bag cell peptides on
visceral motor neurons and circuits is discussedelsewhere (Chapter II and V).
ELH increases the frequency and amplitudeof respiratory pumping and
increases the spike rate of selected gillmotor neurons, actions that apparently
increase the excitability of motorneurons in response to increased respiratory
and circulatory demand. Coordination ofthese responses of motorneurons in
the gill circuit with those in other visceralmotor neurons affected by respiratory
pumping may be an important part of egg-layingbehavior.111
Figure IV.1. Survey of gill motorneuron responses to ganglionic infusion of
a-BCP. A. Infusion of 6 7µI of 1 and 10µMa-BCP into the caudal artery of the
abdominal ganglion at a rate of 3µl min-1 inhibitsthe gill motor system. The five
upper traces are intracellular recordings of the gill motorneurons and the bottom
trace is a monitor of gill contractile activity. Thetraces are from four preparations
i) L7, ii) L9G, RDG, iii) LDG2 and iv) LDG,and gill. There were two effects of a-BCP
on the gill motor circuit.First, infusion of 10 AM a-BCP stronglyinhibited all gill
motor neurons except LDG2. Ganglionic infusionof 1µM a-BCP was effective in
inhibiting L9G and was also associated withinhibition of LDG, and RDG ina few
experiments (data not shown). Except forcell LDG2, thresholds for all gill motor
neurons were between 1 and 10 ,uM. Infusion ofa-BCP decreased the intensity
(width of spike bursts) of phasic activityin neuron RDG. Second, the infusion of
a-BCP was correlated witha decrease in frequency of phasic contractions of the
gill at both 1 and 10 AM. Theinhibition of gill contractions appearedto be
independent of the tonic level of impulsefiring in LDG, and lasted longer thanthe
decreased firing rate of LDG, at 10 AM.B. Ganglionic infusion of a-BCP caused
a strong, dose-dependent inhibition of all gillmotor neurons except LDG2. The
average normalized spike rate for several trials isplotted for 15 minutes before
and 20 minutes after infusion of 1,10 and 100 AM a-BCP for each gillmotor
neuron. The 2.3 minute infusion starts at time0. Responses were normalized
by averaging the spike rate for the15 minutes prior to infusion andsubtracting
this average value from each point.At 1 AM, there is a trendor a small inhibition
in all gill motor neurons but LDG2.The number of averaged experimentsfor each112
line is presented in the table.(. = 1 AM;= 10 AM; + = 100 ,AM).L7
RD,
LDQ2
1 PM a-BCP
Figure IV.IA.
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Figure IV.2. Ganglionic infusion of ELH excited L9G andLDG, and increased
phasic contractions of the gill. (Methodsare the same as in Figure IV.1; Traces
in part A are from four separate preparations; i) L9G, ii)L7, iii) LDG2 and iv) LDG,
and the gill). A) Infusion of ELH increased the tonic firingrate of L9G and LDG, at
both 1 and 10 AM doses. ELH infusion did not affectthe tonic firing rate of gill
motor neurons LDG2 and L7, but did increase thefrequency of phasic gill
contractions.The phasic contractile activity of the gillis associated with
increased tonic spiking of LDG but the tonic increase inspiking of LDG, did not
raise gill muscle tonus. B. Averagedresponses of gill motor neurons to infusions
of ELH. (Methods for normalizing and graphingare the same as for Figure IV.1.)
The tonic spike rates of LOG, and L9G peakat 5 minutes after the start of infusion
and stay elevated for at least 10 minutes followingganglionic infusion of 10 AM
ELH. Normally L7 is unaffected by infusion ofELH (n =5; see also Mayeri et al.,
1985). In one of five preparations at 10 AM andone of two at 1µM, infusion of
ELH increased the spike rate of L7. The excitationof L7 after the infusion of 1
AM ELH is the average of two experiments. Thegraph of RD, (from a single
experiment) demonstrates two effects of ganglionic infusionof ELH on respiratory
pumping.The frequency of and number of spikesper burst increased
dramatically after application of ELH.= 1 AM; A = 10 AM).L9a
L7
LD02
L130,
gill
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Figure IV.3.Ganglionic infusion of FMRF -NH2 generally excitedthe gill motor
circuit.(Methods are the same as Figure IV.1; Traces inpart A are from four
separate preparations; i) L7, ii) LDG iii) LDG2, iv) L9G, RDGand gill). A. Ganglionic
infusion of FMRF-NH2 excited all gill motorneurons, but LDG2. The effects were
dose-dependent and in these traces, all motorneurons but RDG were affected at
1 AM.Infusion of FMRF-NH2 at both 1 and 10AM mildly inhibited LDG2, a
response that was different from the other cells in thecircuit.In other
preparations, LDG2 was not visibly inhibitedduring ganglionic infusion of FMRF-
NH2 (data not shown). Simultaneous recordingof L9G, RDG and the gill showa
correlation between FMRF-NH2 inducedincrease in impulse frequency anda
long-lasting phasic contraction of the gill.Patterns of contraction of the gill
during infusions of 10 AM FMRF-NH2are distinct from most spontaneous gill
movements, but are more similar to contractionselicited by an intense noxious
stimulus.B. Infusion of FMRF-NH2 stronglyexcited the gill motor circuit.
(Methods for normalizing and graphingsame as in Fig IV.1B). Infusion of 1 AM
FMRF-NH2 excites both LDG, and L9G.At 10 and 100 AM doses, allmotor
neurons but LDG2 are strongly excited. The majority ofthe excitation following
ganglionic infusion of FMRF-NH2 isover within 5 minutes of the start of infusion
(2.5 minutes after the end). Note thatLDG2 responds much differently than the
rest of the circuit to this peptide (.= 1 AM;= 10 AM; + = 100 AM).L7
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LD,
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Figure IV.4. Survey of gill motorneuron responses to ganglionic infusion of SCPB
(Methods same as in Figure IV.1).A. Infusion of 10 AM SCPB increasedthe
impulse frequency of gill motorneurons and the contractile activity of the gill.
(Traces are from three separatepreparations; A1, A2, A3). Excitatory actionsof
ganglionic infusion of SCPBare shown for three neurons, L7, LDG, and L9G.
Associated with the infusionwas an increase in the frequency of respiratory
pumping as shown in part A2. In otherpreparations, infusion of SCPB appeared
to modulate the form of gill contractions.The gill movements had slower
contraction and relaxation phases (A3).The action of SCPB on RDGwas not
tested, since this cellwas rarely located. B. Infusion of SCPB increasedthe spike
frequency of the gill motorneurons. (Methods are the same as described in Fig
IV.1B). All four cells were stronglyexcited by 10 AM SCPB and exhibiteda trend
toward excitation at 1 AM.Gill motor neuron LDG,was very sensitive to infusion
of SCPB and responded to 1µMdoses for an average of 9 minutesafter the start
of the ganglionic infusion.(. = 1 AM;A = 10 AM; + = 100 MM).Al
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123Table IV.1. Summary of excitatory effects ofinfusions of ELH on gill motor neurons
CELL DOSE % EXCITED
(> 15 sp/min)*
% EXCITED
(> 10 sp/min)+
% EXCITED
( >5 sp /min)'
TOTAL
NUMBER
L9G 1 AM 50.0% 50.0% 100.0% 2
10 AM 37.5 62.5 75.0 8
LDG,1 gM 20.0 60.0 80.0 5
10 AM 66.7 77.8 100.0 9
L7 1 AM 50.0 50.0 50.0 2
10 AM 20.0 20.0 20.0 5
LDG21 AM 0.0 0.0 0.0 2
10 AM 0.0 0.0 0.0 6
RDG1µM 0
10 AM 0.0 0.0 100.0 1
= Cells considered excited had their average spontaneous spike rate increase byat least 15 spikes/min for at least
10 minutes after ELH infusion.
= Cells showing excitation had their average spontaneous spike rate increase byat least 10 spikes/min for at least
10 minutes after ELH infusion.
= Cells showing excitation had their average spontaneous spike rate increase byat least 5 spikes/min for 10
minutes or longer after ELH infusion.125
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
I have examined the actions ofendogenous peptides on three motor
circuits that regulate visceral motor functionsin Aplysia californica. My original
objective was to investigate the relationshipbetween central neuronal actions of
bag cell neuropeptide transmitters andphysiological processes regulated by
these central neurons.My results showed that virtually all identifiedmotor
neurons in the abdominal ganglion were affected byimpulse discharge of the
bag cell neurons or by direct application(arterial infusion) of purified bag cell
peptides into the ganglion.Some of these neuronal actionswere directly
expressed as tonic changes in motoractivities of innervated organs; others
affected behavioral output indirectly bymodulating motor neuronalresponses to
patterned synaptic inputs from interneurons.These results are discussed in the
following section and their potentialsignificance for egg-laying behavior is
reviewed in the last section of this discussion.Additionally, the actions of bag
cell peptides are compared with thoseof other peptides released fromnon-bag
cell neurons in the abdominal ganglion.I have shown that the biological sitesof
action for neuropeptidesare broadly distributed within defined motorcircuits
and suggest that spatial and temporalpatterns of transmitter releasemay be
important factors for regulating behavior.These latter points are discussed inthe129
second section of this discussion.
A. BAG CELL PEPTIDES ACT AT DIFFERENTLEVELS WITHIN NEURAL
CIRCUITS TO PRODUCE DIFFERENT PATTERNSOF OUTPUT
Mechanistic models of the neural circuitry thatregulate behavior typically
contain three functional divisions:(a) the sensory receptors and afferent relay
neurons that transduce and convey sensory informationto the CNS, (b)
interneurons which integrate information andgenerate organized patterns of
output, and (c) motor neurons and endorgans (muscle/glandular tissue) which
comprise the final common pathway throughwhich all behavior emerges (Figure
V.1).Hypothetically,itispossible that globally-acting transmitterslike
neuropeptides could regulate behavior by actingat one or more of these levels.
Recent experimental work suggest this isthe case, at least for short-term
reflexive behaviors of invertebrates (Marder,1989; Dickinson, 1989; Paztor, 1989;
Calabrese, 1989).In this thesis, my working hypothesishas been that
behaviorally active neuropeptides releasedduring long term and highly
stereotyped behaviors, like egg laying inAplysia, are more likely to target motor
neurons and pattern generating interneurons. Mayeriand coworkers (1979b,
1985; reviewed in Chapter I) found thatclusters of cells in the abdominal
ganglion, some known to contain identifiedmotor neurons, were excited for
hours following activation of the peptidergicbag cell system. Since these motor
neurons are the cells that regulate motor behavior,tonic changes in their
activities should have powerful, ifunpatterned, effects on organs they innervate.130
This hypothesis was confirmed inmy experiments but only for the simplest
regulatory system examined- the single motor neuron circuit that tonically
regulates tension of the pericardium (Chapter II).Here even the subtler actions
of bag cells or their infused peptidesgave motor outputs that were highly
correlated with the induced neuronalresponse. However, as complexity of the
target motor circuit increased (gill and siphon circuits;Chapter III and IV), tonic
actions of bag cell peptides on individual motorneurons were not expressed as
discrete motor outputs.Instead, inhibition and excitation of motorneurons
appeared to modulate the effects of phasic synapticinputs, like those from
pattern generating interneurons (Int II). Thus, a-BCP,which uniformly inhibited
all motor neurons in the gill and siphon circuits,suppressed the interneuronal
commands associated with respiratory pumping;ELH which excited some of
these motor neurons, generally facilitatedrespiratory pumping behavior. The
importance of these actions on gill and siphonmotor neurons were difficult to
quantify behaviorally, since bag cell peptidesalso appeared to alter frequency
and amplitude of interneuron burst firing.It is reasonable to conclude that bag
cell transmitters act at both levels of circuitryin the gill and siphon systemsat
the level of interneuron cells to alter frequencyof respiratory pumping and at the
levelof motor neurons tofacilitate(ELH)or attenuate(a-BCP)their
responsiveness to synaptic inputs from interneurons.
Since bag cell peptides diffuse from theganglion and enter the general
circulation, itis possible for these transmittersto act directly on the effector
organs themselves. This mode of actionmay be particularly important for the131
vascular motor system.Ligman and Brownell (1985) found that bag cell
afterdischarge increased contractile activity of three denervatedarteries and did
so in a manner that would facilitate blood flow to reproductiveorgans. These
results indicate that a hormonal factor, perhapsone released from the bag cells,
acts directly on some motor systems. But such simple"on-off " switching of
blood flow may be a special case, and inappropriateas a mechanism to control
phasic or patterned behaviors associated withegg laying. For these behaviors,
bag cell peptides must act on circuitry that generates(interneuron) or mediates
(motor neurons) patterned output.
The significance of bag cell peptide effectson sensory neurons is not
known. Mayeri and coworkers (1979b) found thatBCA transiently (5 min) excited
two mechanoreceptive neurons, L1 and R1, thatconvey information to the
cephalic nervous system. The timecourse and amplitude of these responses
could not directly influence long term behaviorsmediated by neurons in the
abdominal ganglion.Neuropeptide induced inhibition ofsensory neurons
mediating reflex withdrawal behavior of the gilland siphon may be one mode of
desensitizing a simple reflex (Mackey et al., 1987),but by-in-large it is not likely
to play a role in generation of new motoroutputs associated with egg-laying.
In summary, while bag cell peptidesmay act at all levels of neural
processingsensory, integrative and motorpresent knowledge is consistent
with the view that motorneurons and interneurons are the common targets of
action of bag cell peptides.In the simplest of circuits, the centralactions of132
peptides were expressed directly, whereas inmore complex circuits, these
transmittersmodified the amplitudeofphasic contractionsinitiatedby
interneurons. Neuropeptides act on interneuronsto alter frequencies of periodic
fixed-action behaviors like respiratory pumpingand may also act at this level to
alter intensity of behavior.
B. COMPARISON OF NEUROTRANSMITTERACTIONS ON VISCERAL
MOTOR CIRCUITS
What do these studies tellus about nonsynaptic actions of neuropeptides
on motor neurons within a defined circuit? Toanswer this question, we must
consider the patterns of neuronalresponses observed in relation to the mode of
application; 2-minute long pulses ofsaturating concentrations of peptidewere
infused into the vascularspaces of the ganglion. While this method ensured
equivalence of exposure to allneurons, it does not mimic the natural mode of
release expected for each peptide,especially the non-bag cell peptides. The
spatial and temporal patterns ofrelease for each of the four neuropeptide
transmitters studied herevary from the hormonal release of bag cell peptidesto
more localized release of SCP. Importantassumptions of the arterial infusion
method are that the dominant effectsof each peptide are mediated directlyvia
the motor neurons, and that the effectiveconcentrations used are similar to levels
that occur naturally in the ganglion.As to the former, there is substantial
evidence that at least the bag cell peptides,a-BCP and ELI I, act directlyon133
somal receptors and are independent of synapticmechanisms. Morphologically,
the bag cell processes lie in the vascularizedsheath of the ganglion immediately
over the somata of target neurons and far from the ganglionicneuropil where
synaptic interaction occurs. Mayeri et al. (1985)have shown that salines that
block or reduce synaptic effectiveness (high Mg++/lowCa++) do not affect
amplitude or time course of bag cell peptideeffects on known targets.
Furthermore, by utilizing intracellular recordingtechniques, I saw no evidence of
synaptic potentials correlated withresponses to peptides. Other investigators
have shown that the concentrations of peptidesrequired to mimic the responses
induced by electrically-stimulated releasefrom neurons containing these four
peptides ranged from 0.5 to 5 AM fora-BCP and ELH (Mayeri et al., 1985;
Sigvardt et al., 1986) and from 5 to 10AM for FMRF-NH2 and SCP (Mackey et
al., 1987; Alevizos et al., 1989b).These concentrations are similar to those used
in this study.
Conclusion 1:Neuropeptide Transmitters Act BroadlyWithin Motor
Circuits
The results presented here indicatethat biological sites of actions formost
peptides are widely distributed in visceralmotor circuits of Aplysia. This result
was unforseen.I expected that hormonally releasedtransmitters would act
selectively on a subset of visceromotorneurons in the abdominal ganglion.
Instead, three of four peptides (a-BCP,FMRF-NH2, SCPB) examined in this study
affected most, if not all, motorneurons in the gill (Chapter IV), siphon (Chapter134
III) and pericardial motor circuits (ChapterII) (Table V.1). For these peptides, the
selectivity of the responseappears to be determined by the morphology and/or
temporal patterns of release and not determinedby the distribution of receptors.
Conclusion 2:Neuropeptide Transmitters Act UniformlyWithin a Motor
Circuit
In any one circuit, the actions of peptideson motor neurons were of
similar sign (inhibition or excitation;summarized in Table V.1).For example,
infusion of a-BCP appears to inhibit andSCPB to excite all motorneurons in the
gill (Chapter IV), siphon (ChapterIII), pericardial (Chapter II) andvasomotor
circuits (Ligman, 1989).A different pattern was observed inresponse to
FMRF -NH2; infusion of FMRF -NH2excited five of six gill motorneurons (Chapter
IV), inhibited six of seven siphonmotor neurons (Chapter III) and allvasomotor
neurons (Ligman, 1989). This uniformresponse suggests that peptides act to
increase or decrease the excitability ofmost neurons in a circuit. Thereare two
distinct patterns of this uniformresponse. First, a-BCP and SCPappear to act
on all circuits to suppress or enhance excitabilityof all cells. The second pattern,
as illustrated by FMRF-NH2, indicates thatsome peptides may be more selective;
FMRF-NH2 decreases the generalexcitability of some circuits (siphonand
vasomotor) and increases others (gill).Since the majority of peptides examined
affect all cells with a similarpattern, they may functionas switches to suppress
or enhance behaviors at the level of individualcircuits.
In contrast to the three smallerpeptides, the actions of ELHwere more135
selective (Table V.1).Mayeri, Rothman and colleagues (Mayeriet al., 1985;
Sigvardt et al., 1986) found that ELH is degradedmore slowly than a-BCP and
that the actions of ELH on neuronalexcitability outlast the presence of the
peptide. Since the actions are long-lasting andthe peptide is inactivated slowly,
it may be important that the distributionof ELH receptors be more localized
compared to other neuropeptides.
These results suggests that selective actionof most peptide transmitters
is determined less by the unique distributionof receptors on targetneurons than
by the morphology of the neuronalprocesses that release the peptides and by
the temporal pattern of transmitter release.The processes ofneurons that
release the four neuropeptides usedinthis study have threedistinct
morphologies and probably different temporalpatterns of transmitter release.
First, the bag cell neurons havenumerous processes that course through
the connective tissue sheath of theganglion and pleuroabdominalconnectives,
but do not enter the synaptic neuropil(see discussion in Chapter I). Thesomata
are electrically coupled and discharge ina long-lasting, high frequency burst of
impulses that begins approximately30 minutes prior to egg laying.This
morphology and temporal pattern givesrise to a sudden burst of peptiderelease
distant from target neurons in theabdominal ganglion; allneurons in the ganglion
may be within the diffusional range of thepeptides. Since bag cellprocesses
overlie somata of these targetneurons, the main population of receptors affected
is on the large surface of the cell.This morphological and physiologicalevidence
favors the hypothesis that bagcell peptides (ELH and a-BCP)are released in136
high concentrations to act hormonallyon most, if not all cells in the abdominal
ganglion.
Second, FMRF-NH2-immunoreactiveprocesses and varicosities are
present in the neuropil and surround individualneuronal somas as well being
present in the connective tissue sheath ofthe ganglion (Brown et al., 1985;see
also Lloyd et al., 1987).Since FMRF-NH2 is present ina small number of
independent cells (not localized to electricallycoupled clusters), its release is
more likely to be regional and occur in smaller doses.However, the distribution
of FMRF -NH2 containingprocesses and varicosities suggests that FMRF -NH2can
be released to act on specificsomata, in local areas of the neuropil,and
hormonally from the sheath. The temporalpattern of release and the behavioral
functions of FMRF-NH2 in the abdominalganglion are larely unknown, but since
FMRF-NH2-like immunoreactivity ispresent in several neurons and affectsmost
visceral motor neurons, it is likelythat this peptide has a variety ofbehavioral
functions in Aplysia.
Immunoreactive SCP containing neuronalprocesses and varicosities show
a third, more restricted morphology.Neuronal processes and varicositiesare
found only in the neuropil (Lloydet al., 1985), suggesting localizedrelease.In
contrast to the bag cell transmittersand FMRF-NH2, this morphologyindicates
that SCP is released only inclose proximity to the smallerneural processes of
the neuropil as opposed tosomal membranes. The timecourse and functional
significance of SCP release in theabdominal ganglion is not wellcharacterized,
but Alevizos and coworkers (1989b)found that the R20 cells containSCP and137
that electrically stimulating the cells to fireat a low frequency (0.1 Hz) increases
the frequency of respiratory pumping. Additionof SCP to the abdominal ganglion
also increases the frequency of respiratorypumping. The distribution of SCP-
like immunoreactivity in Aplysia gangliasuggests that its behavioral functionsare
more restricted and primarily associated with controlof feeding and digestion
(Lloyd et al., 1985).
In summary, the bag cell peptides,FMRF-NH2 and SCPB appear to have
distinct spatial and temporalpatterns of release. Interestingly, for three offour
peptides, actions on neurons in the abdominalganglion are global and uniformly
similar within a given circuit.This suggests that peptides actas switches to
increase or decrease the excitability ofmotor neurons and therefore of behavior
mediated by these cells.Actions of ELH are more selectiveand affect only a
subset of neurons in visceral motorcircuits (Table V.1) andmay play a more
important role in regulating patterns ofoutputs. These findings can be usedto
guide our thinking about thepossible behavioral actions of neuropeptides.
C. FUNCTIONAL SIGNIFICANCEOF BAG CELL ACTIONS ONEGG-LAYING
BEHAVIOR
What is the physiological andbehavioral significance of theneuronal
actions of bag cells and bag celltransmitters? The actions of the bagcell system
on abdominal ganglion neuronssuggest that they may be divided intotwo
phases, an early phase in whicha-BCP inhibits nearly all visceralmotor activity138
and a later excitatory phase, where ELH and possiblyanother factor(s) potentiate
the activity of selected motor systems. My resultsalso suggest that the early
inhibitory phase of bag cell action is synchronous forall neurons and lasts but
a few minutes. While this inhibition does not stop all neuronalactivity, it uniformly
attenuates the excitability of most motorneurons in the gill and siphon systems
and decreases the frequency of respiratory pumping.a-BCP has little effect on
the pericardial system and may not have significantactions on the tonus of the
pericardium in vivo.It is notable that in intact animals locomotionceases within
in a few minutes of the initiation of BCA(Ferguson et al., 1989). This inhibition
of locomotion is probably synchronouswith the inhibition of visceral motor
systems observed in this study.
What is the significance of this inhibitionof motor systems? a-BCP and
its widely distributed receptorsmay be functioning as a "reset" switch, strongly
suppressing or slowing ongoing motor activitiesas patterns of behaviors
associated with egg-layingemerge in a synchronized time frame. Suppressive
actions of a-BCP were clearlyseen in this study (Chapter III). Evidence for such
resetting functions were alsoseen by Dickinson and coworkers (reviewed by
Dickinson, 1989), where inhibition ofinputs to the gastric mill patterngenerator
in the lobster stomatogastricnervous system allowed several neurons to switch
allegiances and become part ofa different patternthe cardiac sac rhythm.
a-BCP may perform an analogousfunction in Aplysia by inhibiting ongoing
behaviors and visceral motor patternsso that the subtler actions of ELHcan be
more effective in initiating patterns of behaviorassociated with egg laying.139
Bag cell peptides may affect several visceromotorfunctions in view of the
variety of neurons they affect, butone of the most important must be circulation.
BCA increases the contractile activities ofseveral organ systems that control
some aspect of cardiac or vascular function.In these studies, I showed that
BCA induces a tonic contraction of thepericardium (Chapter II), a muscular
membrane surrounding the pericardial coelom.Contractions of the pericardium
are associated with an increase in fluidpressure measured in the arteries (Furgal
and Brownell, 1987) and are believedto increase urine formation (Kandel, 1979).
BCA and infusion of ELH also actedto increase the frequency and amplitude
of respiratory pumping (Chapter III).It was previously shown that the phasic
contractions of the gill thatoccur during respiratory pumping are particularly
effective in increasing blood flow forshort periods (Furgal and Brownell, 1987),
and this might be useful for dispersalof released peptides at the onset ofegg-
laying behavior. BCA also increasedthe contractile activity of the major arteries
and it does so in a manner thatwould facilitate blood flow to thereproductive
organs (Ligman and Brownell, 1985).It is likely that these combined effectson
the circulatory system increaseblood flow to the general circulationearly during
the excitatory phase of egg-layingbehavior and later to the reproductivetissues.
Verification of these hypotheses willrequire studies of intact, freely behaving
animals at the onset of egg-layingbehavior.
In summary, this thesis demonstratesthat the bag cell peptides affect both
interneurons and motorneurons to regulate visceromotor behavior.In the140
simplest of motor circuits, actions of peptideson motor neurons are predictably
related to motor behavior. As the complexity of circuitsincreases, neuropeptide
actions on motor neurons are less reliable in predictingbehavior.Instead,
peptide actions on interneuron-controlled activitiesappear to be more important
in determining behavior.I suggest that the bag cell peptides integratethe
activities of visceral motor systems during egg-layingbehavior in two phases.
The initial inhibition of all visceral motorcircuits by a-BCP functions to attenuate
ongoing patterns of activity to allownew patterns associated with egg-laying
behavior to emerge. ELH appears to mediatethe second phase, which involves
a subtler change in several organ systems that affect circulation.This thesis also
shows that neuropeptides act broadly withinvisceral motor circuits in a uniform
pattern.This pattern of response suggests thatthe selective actions of
neuropeptides are determined by temporal andspatial of patterns of release and
less by the selective distribution ofreceptors.141
Table V.1. Summary of neuropeptide effectson visceral motor circuits.
The actions of peptides on the vasomotorneurons are summarized from studies
by Ligman and coworkers (Ligman,1989; Ligman, Morgan and Brownell,
manuscript in preparation). (Symbols: "+"= Excitation, "2 = Inhibition, "0" = No
effect, "( )" = Preliminary observation.Approximate thresholds are indicated by
the number of symbols:1 symbol = threshold < 100 AM, 2symbols =
threshold < 10 AM, 3 symbols= thresholds 1 AM).Table V.1. Summary of neuropeptide effects on visceral motor circuits.
CELL, TARGET TISSUE
OR BEHAVIOR
a-BCP ELH FMRF-NH2 SCPs
GILL MOTOR NEURONS
L7 ,.... 0 ++ ++
L9G .... + ++ + + ++
LOG, ... + ++ + + + + ++
LD62 - 0 -- + +
RDG -- (0) ( -1- + )
SIPHON MOTOR NEURONS
I-Bs1.2.3 -- + + --
Lpsi .2 3 - (0) ... +4-
RD3 (-) (0) + +
VASCULAR MOTOR NEURONS
LB,c123 --- + ++ --- + ++
PERICARDIAL MOTOR NEURON
LCp -- + + --- + +
TISSUE
GILL -- ++ ++ ++
SIPHON -- + + + + +
PERICARDIUM -- + + .... + +
ABDOMINAL
ARTERY 0 0 0 0
GASTROESOPHAGEAL
ARTERY 0 0 0 0
RESPIRATORY PUMPING -- ++ ( - -) (+ +)Sensory
transduction /
Relay neuron
Integrative /
Pattern-
generating
Interneurons
Motor neurons
\/ \/ \/ N/ \/ N/ N/
A AAA A A A
Muscles / Glands
Figure V.1. Schematic diagram of a motor circuit andpeptide-secreting neurons.
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with nonsynaptic,
neurohormonal
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